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Abstract
Modern automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are speaker independent and designed to
recognize continuous large vocabulary speech. The key components of an ASR system are the
acoustic model, language model, lexicon and decoder.
A constant challenge for an ASR system over time, is how to adapt to changing topics and the
introduction of new names and words. Enabling continuous topic adaptation for ASR systems
requires ﬁ nding new relevant text sources for adapting the language model and identifying words
which need new and modiﬁ ed pronunciation rules.
In this thesis, unsupervised methods that enable continuous topic adaptation for a Finnish morphbased ASR system are studied. Based on ﬁ rst-pass ASR output, topic and time relevant text data
is retrieved from a collection of pre-indexed Web texts. Adapting the background language model
with the best matching texts improves recognition accuracy.
The recognition accuracy of foreign names and acronyms, one of the focus areas in this thesis, is
also improved. Further improvement is achieved by identifying foreign names and acronyms in the
retrieved texts, and generating adapted pronunciation rules for them. In statistical morph-based
ASR, words are sometimes oversegmented. To enable a more reliable and easier mapping of
adapted pronunciation rules, oversegmented foreign names and acronyms are restored back into
their base forms. Morpheme restoration also improves recognition accuracy slightly.
User feedback is also explored in this thesis for enabling ongoing lexicon adaptation of ASR
systems. Based on user corrections of ASR output, optimal pronunciation rules for mis-recognized
words are recovered by using forced alignment and Viterbi decoding. A collection of recovered
pronunciation rules can be used for the recognition of new speech data. Experiments showed some
minor improvements in the recognition of foreign names using user feedback based lexicon
adaptation.
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Sammandrag
Modern taligenkänning är talaroberoende och designad för att känna igen kontinuerligt tal med
stor vokabulär. Huvudkomponentärna i ett taligenkänningssystem är den akustiska modellen,
språkmodellen, uttalslexikonet och dekodern.
En ständing utmaning med tiden för taligenkänningssystem är hur adaptering till nya
ämnesområden och ord kan göras. Kontinuerlig ämnesadaptering för taligenkänningssystem
kräver att nya relevanta textkällor hittas för att adaptera språkmodellen. Metoder behövs också
för att identiﬁ era ord som kräver nya uttalsregler till lexikonet.
I den här doktorsavhandlingen undersöks automatiska metoder som möjliggör kontinuerlig
ämnesadaptering för ett ﬁ nskt morfem-baserat taligenkänningssystem. Baserat på det första
dekodningsresultatet hämtas tids- och ämnesrelevant textdata från en förhands-indexerad samling
av Web-texter. De mest relevanta texterna används för att adaptera språkmodellen. Experimenten
visar att igenkänningsnogrannheten förbättras när den adapterade språkmodellen används.
Igenkänningsnogrannheten för utländska namn och förkortningar, som är ett av fokusområden i
denna doktorsavhandling, förbättras också med den adapterade språkmodellen. Ytterliggare
förbättringar åstadkoms då automatisk igenkänning av utländska namn och förkortningar görs i
de hämtade Web-texterna, och adapterade uttalsregler genereras för dem. Inom statistisk morfembaserad taligenkänning händer det ibland att ord blir översegmenterade. För att kunna göra en
smidigare och mer pålitlig ihopkoppling mellan ord och uttalsregel, återställs de översegmenterade
utländska namnen och förkortningarna till sina grundformer. Återställning förbättrar också
igenkänningsnogrannheten en aning.
Användarfeedback för att möjliggöra kontinuerlig adaptering av uttalslexikonet undersöks också
i d e nna d oktorsavhand ling . Base rat p å använd are ns korrig e ring ar av första d e kodning sre slut at e t ,
u p p t äc ks o p t imal a u t t al s re g e l e r f ö r f e l ig e nkänd a o rd g e no m använd ning av t vång s g ru p p e ring o c h
Viterbi-dekodning. Samlingar av upptäckta uttalsregler kan användas för taligenkänning av ny
data. Användarfeedback-experimenten visar att igenkänningsnogrannheten för utländska namn
förbättras lite.
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1. Introduction

1.1

The Need for Topic Adaptation in Modern Speech Recognition
Systems

Automatic speech recognition has really matured in the last 5-10 years.
Instead of just being a curious academic research topic it has truly moved
out in to the real world with the advent of smartphones and ubiquitous applications such as online dictation, speech-to-speech translation and personal digital assistant systems such as Siri. In the future, it is likely that
media companies will become dependent on speech recognition technology to offer their customers services such as live automatic subtitling and
media indexing to allow quick and easy searching of audiovisual content.
There are many challenges facing ASR technology when it is introduced
in real world applications, such as noisy recording conditions, spontaneous speech, and accented speakers. There is one key challenge for ASR
systems brought on by how language is connected to the changing world.
Language is drifting, manifested by the constant change in topics and linguistic conventions (Fromreide et al., 2014). How to adapt to changing
language is a challenge for natural language processing (NLP) tasks, and
ASR systems in particular.
The language model (LM) and lexicon are key components in a modern ASR system. They deﬁne the language structure (word order) and
how words are pronounced. Language models are trained on text that
is greatly available in digital format, such as old newspaper texts. Lexicons, or pronunciation dictionaries, are often created using the knowledge of linguistic experts. The pronunciation rules are either manually
crafted or generated automatically with standard letter-to-sound rules.
The language model and lexicon can quickly become outdated and unre-
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liable. Many of the larger text corpora, which are used in training the
language model, are primarily composed of texts from over a decade ago.
The lexicon, on the other hand, usually does not offer good coverage of
proper names of which there is a constant inﬂux.
Online resources enabled by the Web 2.0 paradigm could offer a solution
for keeping the language model and lexicon updated. A direct method is
to continuously stream new text from news websites, blogs or social media
services and retrain the models at speciﬁc cycles.
A common methodology has been to adapt the language model to the
speech data which is being recognized. First-pass recognition outputs can
be inserted into a search engine API directly to retrieve the most topically
related Web texts. A buffer of recently collected Web texts can also be
maintained and indexed to allow searching using common information
retrieval methods. The old language model can either be retrained with
this new data or adapted with a smaller language model trained on the
most topically related texts.
Web data can also be used to update the lexicon. Proper names, acronyms
or other word types which require non-standard pronunciation rules can
be automatically detected and new pronunciation rules can be generated
using automatic data-driven conversion methods.
Another option to keep the language model and lexicon continuously updated is to rely on user feedback. Many spell checkers in mobile messaging applications and word processing software already make use of this
methodology. Providing the end user an easy way to correct the ASR output can introduce valuable new data for improving recognition accuracy.
The corrected text can be used to adapt the language model. Aligning
the corrected text data with the recorded audio can provide a way for the
system to learn pronunciation rules for new words.

1.2

Automatic Speech Recognition Research at Aalto University

The research of this thesis was carried out in 2010-2016 at Aalto University. Research in automatic speech recognition (ASR) has long traditions
in Helsinki University of Technology, and later Aalto University. Beginning in the late 1970s, one of the ﬁrst ASR systems for Finnish was developed, an isolated word recognizer, which could recognize up to 1000
words (Jalanko, 1980). Later on, research was focused on advancing phonetic recognition of Finnish speech using methods such as neural net-
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works (Torkkola, 1991) and hidden Markov models (Kurimo, 1997).
In the 2000s, Finnish ASR research progressed in the Neural Networks
Research Center. Among the key research contributions was the development of an ASR decoder for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (Pylkkönen, 2005). The Aalto ASR system1 , as it is known today,
is still being updated and is used both for academic research and commercial applications. Another key contribution has been the development
of morph-based speech recognition for agglutinative languages such as
Finnish. Due to the many word forms in Finnish the vocabulary grows
very rapidly and this makes language modeling a lot harder for speech
recognition. The key components to solving this problem has been the
statistical data-driven segmentation of words into morphs (Creutz, 2006;
Creutz and Lagus, 2002) and variable length n-gram language modeling (Siivola, 2007). Integrating these components into the Aalto ASR
system has facilitated the creation of unlimited vocabulary speech recognition for Finnish.
Today, ASR research at Aalto University is done in the Speech Recognition Research Group lead by Prof. Mikko Kurimo, at the Department
of Signal Processing and Acoustics. In recent years, research has been
focused on a multitude of different ﬁelds related to ASR, such as noise
robust speech recognition (Kallasjoki, 2016; Remes, 2016), language modeling of morphologically rich languages (Smit et al., 2014; Varjokallio and
Kurimo, 2016), neural network language modeling (Enarvi and Kurimo,
2016), automatic pronunciation evaluation (Karhila et al., 2016) and topic
adaptation (Haidar and Kurimo, 2016).

1.3

Scope of the Thesis

The topic of this thesis is continuous unsupervised topic adaptation for
morph-based speech recognition. Research is done with the motivation of
improving the ASR system continuously for optimal performance on ever
changing topics and vocabulary. An adaptation setting is explored where
text data is retrieved from news websites on the Internet and used to
adapt the background language model and lexicon.
The development and evaluation data are Finnish radio and TV news
broadcasts collected between 2011 and 2012. The Web text data was also
1 Aalto Automatic
speech/AaltoASR

Speech

Recognition

tools

-

https://github.com/aalto-
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retrieved during this period. There are two focus areas in this research
to achieve continuous topic adaptation for an ASR system: unsupervised
language model and vocabulary adaptation.
For unsupervised language model adaptation, the scope of the research
is the study of how the background language model can be adapted to
a spoken document. Methods are evaluated on how to best utilize the
pre-existing models and Web data to optimize ASR performance on the
speech being recognized. A two-pass recognition system is implemented,
where the background language model is adapted based on ﬁrst-pass output of the spoken document. In the context of morph-based speech recognition, different indexing terms are compared when performing document
retrieval between the ﬁrst-pass output and the Web corpus.
For unsupervised vocabulary adaptation, the scope of the research is
pronunciation adaptation of new words found in the Web corpus. The primary focus is the pronunciation adaptation of foreign names and acronyms,
two word classes that are often not reliably covered by standard pronunciation rules. Algorithms for automatically detecting foreign names
and acronyms in text are developed and evaluated. New pronunciation
rules are generated for the most likely foreign names using data driven
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion methods. Rule-based methods are used
to generate new pronunciation rules for acronym words. In addition to
pronunciation adaptation, the morphological segmentation of the words
are also adapted to enable easier pronunciation modeling of non-standard
pronunciation rules.
In this thesis, methods that utilize user feedback for language and vocabulary adaptation are also studied. A method is implemented that
records user-corrected ASR output to learn new pronunciation variants
for foreign names, by aligning the text with the acoustic data.

1.4

Contributions of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Automatic detection of foreign names in text: Using typographic information and letter-n-gram perplexity, the most likely foreign names can
be automatically detected (Publication I).
• Acoustic model adaptation to enhance recognition of foreign names: An
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extra speech corpus consisting of English sentences spoken by native
Finnish speakers is used to retrain the acoustic model in order to improve the modeling of non-native phonemes (Publication II).
• Unsupervised topic adaptation for morph-based speech recognition: A
two-pass recognition framework is used in combination with pre-indexed
Web data. Based on ﬁrst-pass ASR output, latent semantic indexing
(LSI) is used to ﬁnd the most topically related Web documents. The
background language model is adapted with the best matching documents. The new adapted language model is used in second-pass recognition. Alongside language model adaptation, morph and pronunciation
adaptation are also performed to improve recognition of foreign names
(Publication III).
• Unsupervised vocabulary adaptation for foreign names and acronyms
in morph-based speech recognition: A detailed study of how to improve
recognition of foreign names and acronyms in the context of unsupervised language model adaptation. Automatic detection algorithms based
on letter-n-gram perplexity, typographic frequency and topical similarity scores are implemented. Their performance is measured both in
terms of traditional information retrieval scores such as precision and
recall, and also how much they improve recognition of foreign names
and acronyms in speech recognition tasks (Publication IV).
• Pronunciation variant retrieval of foreign names using forced alignment
and second-pass decoding: Based on user-corrected ASR transcripts,
audio segments containing pronunciations of foreign name candidates
are extracted. Pronunciation candidates are generated using statistical grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and the most likely candidate is
selected using second-pass Viterbi decoding over the partial audio segment (Publication V).
• Evaluation of using a shared resource, a foreign name grapheme-tophoneme (G2P) model, to improve the recognition of foreign names in
two similar and related languages (Finnish and Estonian). Evaluating
the use of a lattice-based discriminative pronunciation pruning method
for removing foreign name pronunciation variants that have a negative
effect on the average word error rate (Publication VI).
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1.5

Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 1, the main topic of the thesis is presented. The main motivation for the work is given and the most central publications are introduced.
In Chapter 2, an introduction to automatic speech recognition is given
and the main components of a state of the art speech recognition system
are described. An introduction to morph-based speech recognition is also
given. Chapter 3 presents a short summary of the systems and data behind the key results of this thesis.
In Chapter 4, a general introduction is given to language model adaptation methods in the supervised setting. Unsupervised language model
adaptation methods and frameworks are also described in Chapter 4.
Central themes are two-pass recognition frameworks where the ﬁrst-pass
ASR hypothesis is used to adapt the background language model. Experimental results of unsupervised language model adaptation for morphbased speech recognition are presented. In Chapter 5, central methods
related to vocabulary adaptation are introduced. Special vocabulary unit
detection algorithms are described. Pronunciation adaptation methods
are summarized. The main focus is on statistical grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion and user feedback based pronunciation adaptation methods.
Experimental results related to unsupervised vocabulary adaptation of
foreign names and acronyms are presented.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the main contributions of the work are discussed
and conclusions are made.
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2. Automatic Speech Recognition

2.1

Overview

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) can be deﬁned as a machine-based
method that converts speech to text. The earliest ASR research was focused on recognizing isolated words. These days however, ASR research is
synonymous with the development of continuous large vocabulary speech
recognition (LVCSR) systems, with the ability to recognize hundreds of
thousands of words in spoken sentences.
Targeted speech
Vocabulary size
Methods
Isolated words
Connected words
Continuous speech
Small vocabulary, 10 - 20
Medium vocabulary, 100 - 1000
Large vocabulary, 10 000 - 100 000
Filter-bank analysis

Unlimited vocabulary
Template-based methods
Hidden Markov models
n-gram language models
Gaussian mixture models
DNNs

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Figure 2.1. Development trends in ASR history. The colored timeline boxes approximate
the mainstream focus of ASR research during the last decades, in terms of
targeted speech, vocabulary size and methods.

Figure 2.1 shows a timeline of the main trends in ASR research during
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the last decades (Juang and Rabiner, 2005). In general, the advancement
towards large vocabulary continuous speech recognition has been enabled
by statistical data-driven methods. Hidden Markov models (Bahl and Jelinek, 1975) and Gaussian mixture models (Juang et al., 1986) have long
formed a standard framework for acoustic modeling in ASR. Likewise, ngrams have for almost an equal amount of time been the de facto standard
language modeling method (Jelinek et al., 1975).
In recent years, deep neural networks have risen to challenge the conventional GMM-HMM and n-grams paradigm in speech recognition. The
earliest works related to artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) in acoustic modeling date back over two decades ago (Bengio, 1991; Boulard and Morgan,
1993). However, it is only in the last ﬁve years that deep neural networks
(DNNs) have made a breakthrough and been found to outperform Gaussian mixture models (Hinton et al., 2012). The use of neural network language models (NNLM) in ASR has also gained ground as a complement to
conventional n-grams (Mikolov et al., 2010).
The architecture of a typical LVCSR system is shown in Figure 2.2.
Lexicon

x(t)

Feature

O

Extraction

Acoustic
Decoder

W

Model

Language
Model

Figure 2.2. The acoustic model, lexicon, and language model deﬁne a search space that
is used by the decoder to ﬁnd the most likely word sequence.

Features which carry important information about speech in an audio
signal x(t) are extracted into a set of acoustic observation vectors O. The
acoustic model deﬁnes the phoneme probabilities, based on O. The lexicon
contains information of how words are formed from phoneme sequences.
The language model deﬁnes the probability P(W) of the occurrence of a
word or a word sequence.
The decoder is the algorithm that tries to ﬁnd the most likely word sequence W in the search space deﬁned by the language and acoustic models. The search problem can be deﬁned as maximizing the posterior probability P(W|O) (Rodgers, 1999).
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= arg max P (W |O)

Ŵ

W

P (O|W )P (W )
P (O)
= arg max P (O|W )P (W )
= arg max
W
W

(2.1)

Applying the Bayes rule on P(W|O) we end up with equation (2.1), which
is a combination of two probability models. P(O|W) corresponds to the
acoustic model and P(W) corresponds to the language model.

2.2

2.2.1

Acoustic Modeling

Feature Extraction

Acoustic models are statistical models that estimate the probability that a
phoneme has been uttered during a recorded audio segment. The models
are trained on several hours of transcribed speech from different speakers. Traditionally, feature extraction has been applied on the recorded
audio segments for doing phoneme classiﬁcation. Features are calculated
for overlapping time frames (~20-30 ms window length, ~10 ms interval)
in the speech signal.
Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) have been in common use
as ASR features during the last decades (Davis and Mermelstein, 1980).
Some frequency bands are more important when analyzing speech. The
human ear is more sensitive to changes in pitch at low frequencies. To
map these frequency bands onto a linear scale the Mel-frequency scale is
used.

fmel = 2595 log10 (1 +

f
)
700

(2.2)

The Mel-frequency scale is divided into 21 equally long frequency bands
and triangular band-pass ﬁlters are applied to each frequency band. The
average energy Savg (fk ) is calculated for each frequency band, where fk is
the center frequency of the k:th frequency band (k=0,1,..,20),

Savg (k) = Savg (fk ) =

N
1 
wF B (n)S(fk + δf (fk , n))
N

(2.3)

n=0

and N is the number of samples taken in the band spectrum.
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As a ﬁnal step in the signal processing chain, the log-values of Savg (k)
are calculated and a discrete cosine transform is applied to obtain the cepstrum ("spectrum of a spectrum") of the frequency band energies (Picone,
1993).



N −1
2 
2π
ik
log|Savg (k)|cos
ci =
N
N

(2.4)

k=0

Typically twelve (i=1,..,12) cepstral coefﬁcients are extracted from the cepstrum. These coefﬁcients, together with the short-time power c0 , are the
basic MFCC features. An additional set of features with more dynamic
properties can be derived from the basic MFCC features. The time derivatives Δci (t) of the basic features ci (i=0,1,..,12) are also known as delta
features.
Furthermore, the time derivatives of the delta features themselves can
also be computed, yielding so called delta-delta features. In the end, combining the basic features (13), delta features (13), and delta-delta features
(13) gives a total number of 39 different features. A 39-element observation vector X=[c0 c1 . . c38 ] is computed for every frame in the speech
signal.

2.2.2

Gaussian Mixture Models

An essential part in the construction of an acoustic model is choosing a
method to classify phonemes based on feature observations. Given the
observation vector X=[c0 c1 . . c38 ] for a frame in a speech signal, estimates
are needed for all phonemes, giving us the probability that this particular
observation X corresponds to the occurrence of a certain phoneme.
Having access to training data, which holds mappings between observation vectors and phonemes, the means and covariances of the feature
vector elements can be calculated for each phoneme. The next step is to
ﬁnd a suitable probability distribution modeled around the mean vector.
Many naturally occurring phenomena have been successfully modeled
by the Gaussian distribution. In the one-dimensional case, a random
variable X, with a mean μ and variance σ 2 , is said to have a Gaussian
distribution if it has the following probability density function:
1
f (x|μ, σ 2 ) = √
2π

(2.5)

The one-dimensional Gaussian distribution in 2.5, can be generalized to
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any n-dimensional vector X:
f (X|μ, Σ) =



1
T −1
(X
−
μ)
exp
−
Σ
(X
−
μ)
2
(2π)n/2 |Σ|1/2
1

(2.6)

where μ is the n-dimensional mean vector, Σ is the n×n covariance matrix, and |Σ| is the determinant of the covariance matrix.
Lumping together phoneme statistics under a single Gaussian model
has its’ disadvantages. The observation vectors are usually not centered
around a single point in vector space. They appear in clusters. This can be
likened to the different classes of speaker variabilities encountered in the
training data, such as gender, age, accent, or different speaking styles.
To estimate a more reliable acoustic model for a speaker independent
ASR system, a mixture of different Gaussian density functions is preferable (Juang et al., 1986). Ideally, each distinct cluster in vector space
should be assigned an individual Gaussian model.
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm can be used to ﬁnd the
optimal cluster set and to estimate the Gaussian parameters for each cluster. The EM algorithm works by maximizing the log probability for the
given training data and model parameters.
The ﬁnal Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is estimated from the different cluster distributions as follows (Huang et al., 2001):

f (X)

=

M


wm Nm (X; μm , Σm )

m=1

=
where



1
wm
T −1
exp − (X − μm ) Σm (X − μm )
2
(2π)n/2 |Σm |1/2
M


(2.7)

wm = 1

m=1

The mixture probability density function f(X) is a weighted sum of the
individual Gaussian distributions Nm (X;μm ,Σm ), as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
By estimating a 39-dimensional Gaussian mixture model for each phoneme,
we have a method for frame-wise phoneme classiﬁcation based on the
MFCC observation vector.

2.2.3

Hidden Markov Models

The GMM is a frame-wise phoneme classiﬁer but it is not a phoneme
recognizer of continuous speech. Classiﬁcation errors are bound to happen considering that the pronunciation of many phonemes is very similar. The frame output is distorted by acoustically similar, but erroneous,
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Figure 2.3. One-dimensional Gaussian mixture model. The dashed curves are Gaussian
models of different clusters. The solid curve is the weighted sum of the different Gaussian distributions.

phonemes that pop up here and there. Based on innate characteristics
of the spoken language it is possible to construct a hidden Markov model
(HMM) that estimates the likelihood for all phoneme sequences (Bahl and
Jelinek, 1975).
In the hidden Markov model the utterance of a phoneme is regarded
as a hidden state which emits an observable representation of the signal, namely the MFCC observation vector. The phoneme speciﬁc GMMs
provide a probability estimate that an observation is an emission of a certain state. State changes are modeled with transition probabilities aij , ie.
the probability that a phoneme i is followed by a phoneme j. Figure 2.4
illustrates the ﬂowchart of an HMM with three states.
0.8

0.7
0.1

S1

0.1

0.5
0.3

S2

0.2

S3

0.1
0.3

Figure 2.4. Flowchart of a 3-state HMM. The state transition probabilities are marked
along with the ﬂow lines.

The state transition probabilities aij form an n×n matrix A, where n is
the number of states in the HMM.
In speech recognition applications the number of HMM states is usually
equivalent or correlated with the number of phonemes. A typical choice
is to create a separate HMM for each phoneme and model each HMM
with three states. This is helpful in order to better capture the differences
between the beginning, middle, and end of the phoneme.
In this type of HMM framework, illustrated in Figure 2.5, the transi-
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Figure 2.5. Each phoneme is modeled with its own 3-state HMM. The dashed lines show
the inter-HMM transitions. The HMMs form a network through connections
between each other’s third and ﬁrst states.

tions are limited to self transitions and transitions to next states. The
HMMs form a network through connections between each other’s third
and ﬁrst states. This network of HMMs enables the creation of a phonemebased speech recognizer.
An additional set of parameters in the HMM framework are the initial
state probabilities π i . They give an estimate for the probability that a
state is the ﬁrst in a sequence of states.
The state transition probability matrix A and the initial state probabilities π i constitute the parameter set of an HMM. The values of A and π i can
be estimated from training data using the Baum-Welch algorithm (Baum,
1972; Welch, 2003). Together with the emission probability density functions fi they form a broader HMM parameter set commonly referred to as
λ.
In continuous speech, phonemes are pronounced differently depending
on the phonemes pronounced before and after. To model this variability,
instead of modeling a phoneme with only one HMM, several HMMs are
created for different contexts (Young et al., 1994). A common choice is
a triphone model, in which a phoneme is modeled in the context of the
previous and following phoneme.
Given an observation sequence O=X1 ,X2 ,...,XN , the HMM (A,π i ,fi ) can
help us ﬁnd the optimal matching state sequence Q=q1 ,q2 ,...,qN . The object is to ﬁnd a path Q̂ that maximizes the probability P(Q|O,λ):
Q̂ = arg max P (Q|O, A, πi , fi )
Q

= arg max P (Q|O, λ)
Q

(2.8)

The Viterbi search algorithm (Viterbi, 1967), a technique based on dy-
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namic programming methods, can be used to ﬁnd the single best state
sequence. The essence of the Viterbi search is storing the best path ending in each state i, for each time instant t. The quantity δ t (i) is deﬁned as
follows:
δt (i) =

max

q1 ,q2 ,...,qt−1

P (q1 q2 ...qt = i, O1 O2 ...Ot |λ)

(2.9)

where δ t (i) is the best score (highest probability) along a single path, at
time t, ending in state Si . For the time instant t+1, ending in state Sj ,
induction gives the following:
δt+1 (j) = max[δt (i)aij ]fj (Ot+1 )
i

(2.10)

To retrieve the best state sequence, we must keep track of the argument
which maximizes 2.10, for each t and j. This is done via the array Ψt (j).
The following procedure steps can be taken to ﬁnd the best state sequence (Rabiner, 1989).

1. Initialization:
At t=1, the best path ending in state Si is simply.
δ1 (i) = πi fi (O1 )

(2.11)

No previous paths need to be stored in the array Ψt (i).
Ψ1 (i) = 0

(2.12)

2. Recursion:
At t+1, the best path ending in state Sj , can be determined from the
best previous paths δ t (i) combined with the transition probability aij .
The path with the highest probability is chosen.
δt+1 (j) = max[δt (i)aij ]fj (Ot+1 )
i

(2.13)

The previous state which produced the best probability is added to the
array.
Ψt+1 (j) = arg max[δt (i)aij ]
i

(2.14)

3. Termination:
At the ﬁnal time instant T, the state with the best ending path is
chosen.
qT = arg max[δT (i)]
i
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4. Path (state sequence) backtracking:
Starting from the best ending state qT , we can retrieve the optimal
path by backtracking along the pointers that are stored in the Ψt (i) array.
qt = Ψt+1 (qt+1 ),

t = T − 1, T − 2, ..., 1

(2.16)

4

3
State
2

1
1

3

2

4

Time
Figure 2.6. Viterbi search. The best path (line) to each state (circle) at each time instant
is stored. The best path (solid line) is retrieved by backtracking from the best
ending state (thick solid circle) at the last time instant.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the Viterbi search method in a lattice structure,
with circles representing the states and lines representing the optimal
paths.

2.3

Pronunciation Modeling

In ASR systems, the information of how words are pronounced is stored in
the lexicon, or pronunciation dictionary. It contains information of the exact phoneme sequence for every word. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show examples
of a monophone and triphone lexicon.
For languages with more irregular pronunciation rules such as English,
ASR lexicons are usually handcrafted by linguistic experts. For languages
with simpler letter to sounds rules such as Finnish, pronunciation rules
can be generated automatically for most native words.
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Table 2.1. Monophone pronunciation dictionary.

Word

Pronunciation

...

...

bannister

bänastö

rudman

radman

gorman

gOrman

sustain

sastEn

...

...

Table 2.2. Triphone pronunciation dictionary.

Word

Pronunciation

...

...

bannister

_-b+ä

b-ä+n

ä-n+a

n-a+s

rudman

_-r+a

r-a+d

a-d+m

d-m+a

gorman

_-g+O

g-O+r

sustain

_-s+a

s-a+s

...

...

2.4

2.4.1

O-r+m
a-s+t

a-s+t
m-a+n

r-m+a

s-t+E

s-t+ö

m-a+n

t-E+n

t-ö+_

a-n+_
a-n+_

E-n+_

Language Modeling

N-gram Models

The objective of language modeling in natural language processing (NLP)
applications is to estimate the probability of a sentence or sequence of
words, P(w1 ,w2 ,w3 ,w4 ,..,wn ). By applying the chain rule to compute a joint
probability we get the following:

P (w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , .., wn ) = P (w1 )P (w2 |w1 )P (w3 |w1 , w2 )...P (wn |w1 , .., wn−1 )
(2.17)
To estimate the probability of a sentence, the conditional probability
P(wi |w1 w2 ..wi−1 ) of every word wi in the sentence must ﬁrst be estimated. Estimating P(wi |w1 w2 ..wi−1 ) can be done by counting the number
of occurrences of the word contexts w1 ,w2 ,..,wi−1 ,wi and w1 ,w2 ,..,wi−1 in a
large text corpus. The maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate is calculated
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with the word sequence frequency count C(W) as follows:
P (wi |w1 , w2 , .., wi−1 ) =

C(w1 , w2 , .., wi−1 , wi )
C(w1 , w2 , .., wi−1 )

(2.18)

For longer word sequences this estimate is usually too unreliable because of data sparsity. To get more reliable estimates for the conditional
probabilities, we have to rely on an approximation of a shorter context,
also known as the Markov assumption.
P (wi |w1 , w2 , .., wi−1 ) ≈ P (wi |wi−k , .., wi−1 )

(2.19)

The Markov assumption is the basis for estimating n-gram language
models. It is assumed the probability of word wi can be approximated
with the n-1 (n = i - k + 1) previous words in the sentence.

2.4.2

Smoothing

When generating n-gram probabilities through the maximum likelihood
estimate as in (2.18), we tend to get too high probability estimates for
n-grams that are seen in the training text and too low estimates for the
n-grams that are not seen. We would like to correct this unbalance by
taking some probability mass from the seen events and redistribute it to
all the unseen events. This is called language model smoothing.
Many smoothing methods have been developed over the years. One common strategy to tackle the problem of uneven probability distributions is
to manipulate the n-gram counts. Beginning with the simplest of methods, we simply add one to every n-gram count,
P (wi |wi−2 , wi−1 ) =

1 + C(wi−2 , wi−1 , wi )
|V | + C(wi−2 , wi−1 )

(2.20)

where |V| is the total number of words in the vocabulary. Instead of adding
just 1 we can generalize this method to adding any constant k. However, these additive methods tend to perform rather poorly. The unseen
n-grams are usually given too high probabilities.
Instead of adding counts to every possible word context, a more successful smoothing scheme is to subtract counts from the seen n-grams, and
distribute this left-over probability to the unseen n-grams. The probability redistribution to the unseen n-grams is usually done by backing off to
lower orders of the word context. A good way to illustrate how this works
in practice is to present the absolute discounting method, where both discounting and backing off are used together in the smoothing process (Ney
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et al., 1994).
P (wi |wi−2 , wi−1 ) =

⎧
⎨

C(wi−2 ,wi−1 ,wi )−D
C(wi−2 ,wi−1 )

⎩ P (wi |wi−1 ) ∗ βw ,w
i−2 i−1

if C(wi−2 , wi−1 , wi ) >0
otherwise
(2.21)

In absolute discounting, the n-gram count C(wi−2 ,wi−1 ,wi ) is subtracted
with a constant D and after that the maximum-likelihood estimate is calculated as normal. The constant D is typically optimized on held out data
and the value is usually between 0 and 1. If C(wi−2 ,wi−1 ,wi ) is zero, we
back off to the word context wi−1 ,wi and multiply the corresponding probability P(wi |wi−1 ) with βwi−2 ,wi−1 . The factor βwi−2 ,wi−1 is a back-off weight
to ensure the probabilities sum to 1. In the case that the count C(wi−1 ,wi )
is also zero we simply back off to the unigram probability.
A further specialization of the absolute discounting method is KneserNey smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995). This smoothing method differs
mainly in how we estimate the lower order distribution. In absolute
discounting we simply multiply the discounted maximum-likelihood estimate P(wi |wi−1 ) with the back-off weight βwi−2 ,wi−1 to get the lower order probability. Kneser-Ney smoothing introduces a modiﬁed probability
function for the back-off n-grams. Instead of estimating the probability
based on the number of occurrences Kneser-Ney smoothing derives the
back-off probability from the number of distinct contexts the n-gram appears in.
P (wi |wi−2,wi−1 ) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

C(wi−2 ,wi−1 ,wi )−D
C(wi−2 ,wi−1 )
N1+ (•,wi−1 ,wi )
N1+ (•,wi−1 ,•) ∗ βwi−2 ,wi−1

if C(wi−2 , wi−1 , wi ) >0
otherwise
(2.22)

where N1+ (•,wi−1 ,wi ) is the distinct number of trigram contexts the bigram wi−1 ,wi appears in and N1+ (•,wi−1 ,•) is the total number of trigram
contexts found in the training text where wi−1 is the middle word.
An improved variation of Kneser-Ney smoothing exits, called modiﬁed
Kneser-Ney smoothing (Chen and Goodman, 1998). The discount constant
D for all non-zero counts is optimized. Instead of using the same discount
constant for all n-grams, a discount function D(c) is introduced, where c is
the number of occurrences the n-gram has.
⎧
⎪
0
if c = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ D
if c = 1
1
D(c) =
⎪
⎪
if c = 2
D2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
if c ≥ 3
D3+
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Many smoothing techniques have been developed over the years. Most
of these are based on different modiﬁcations of the discounting and backing off mechanisms. However, an extensive study about smoothing methods, showed that modiﬁed Kneser-Ney smoothing outperforms all other
techniques (Chen and Goodman, 1998).

2.5

Decoding

The ultimate goal of any ASR application is ﬁnding the word sequence
Ŵ =w1 ,w2 ,...,wm , given an acoustic signal O. As was presented earlier,
ASR decoding can be mathematically deﬁned as maximizing the posterior
probability P(W|O) (2.24).

Ŵ

(2.24)

= arg max P (O|W )P (W )
W

In the case of an isolated word recognizer, the vocabulary words with
their speciﬁc phoneme sequences are mapped into an HMM network, as
illustrated in Figure 2.7. The most probable word can be found by doing a
Viterbi search over the HMM network.
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Figure 2.7. Search network for an isolated word recognizer. The internal HMMs of the
phonemes are concatenated. They form a separate HMM for each word.

For a continuous speech recognizer, the challenge of ﬁnding the optimal
word sequence lies in the fact that there are no clear boundaries between
the spoken words. The beginning of a new word can start at almost any
time instant. Furthermore the language model P(W) has to be incorporated into the search somehow.
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A common strategy is to map the words and their concatenated phoneme
HMMs into a bigger network, just like in Figure 2.7 but with transitions
between the words. The inter-word transition probabilities correspond to
the language model P(W). An example of a search network for a threeword vocabulary is found in Figure 2.8 (Rodgers, 1999). In this case the
language model is a bi-gram, so there is only one type of transition between the words.
In this type of search space, most methods try to ﬁnd the optimal word
sequence during a single run, simultaneously utilizing the knowledge
sources of both the acoustic model and the language model. This is called
a one-pass search strategy.
A one-pass search is usually performed so that the word hypotheses are
formed in a time-synchronous fashion over the sequence of observation
vectors (Ney et al., 1992; Young et al., 1989). Most one-pass search strategies are time-synchronous.

State

A

A

A

B

B

B

C

C

C

Time
Figure 2.8. An simpliﬁed search network for a three-word vocabulary (A,B,C) with a bigram language model. The acoustic model state transitions are represented
as solid lines and the language model state transitions are represented as
dashed lines.

A dynamic programming algorithm, such as the Viterbi search, is usually applied on the HMM network to ﬁnd the most probable word sequence (Bahl et al., 1983). Because the number of possible state sequences
grows to astronomical proportions for a large vocabulary, a common method
to reduce the search space is by removing the paths of unlikely word hypotheses whose scores fall under a ﬁxed probability. This type of search is
known as a beam search, and it is implemented in many decoders.
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Table 2.3. Inﬂection examples in Finnish compared to the use of prepositions in English.

2.6

English

Finnish

English

Finnish

car

auto

house

talo

in the car

autossa

in the house

talossa

out of the car

autosta

out of the house

talosta

to the car

autolle

to the house

talolle

in to the car

autoon

in to the house

taloon

from the car

autolta

from the house

talolta

Morph-based Speech Recognition

In many languages, such as English, an ASR lexicon containing 50 000
- 100 000 of the most common words is enough to capture nearly all of
the unique words occurring in a billion word text corpus used for training
the n-gram model. In other languages however, the situation is different.
In Finnish for example, many words are formed from their stem by the
use of different morphological processes such as inﬂection, derivation and
compounding. The number of different word types grows very quickly.
Rapid vocabulary growth is common in agglutinative languages such as
Finnish, Turkish, and Hungarian (Mihajlik et al., 2010).
From the examples presented in Table 2.3, we can see that for every new
noun that is introduced, the Finnish vocabulary grows by a large number
of inﬂected words that are derived from the original stem word. In theory, the number of possible word forms in the Finnish language that can
be derived from a noun is above 2000. When training ASR models for
Finnish this rapid growth of different word types presents a few challenges. The number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, unseen words, is
signiﬁcant even when training an LM on a large text corpus. Furthermore, n-gram language modeling suffers from data sparseness as many
words occur rarely.
To improve the language modeling of morphologically rich languages,
subwords have often been used as vocabulary units in NLP applications.
Words are split into shorter fragments, for example forgiveness → forgive+ness.
Subword LMs depend on methods which segment words into smaller
units. The Morfessor algorithm (Creutz and Lagus, 2002), which is based
on the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle, can on statistical
basis ﬁnd the most frequently occurring subwords, or morphs in a text
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corpus. Morfessor tries to ﬁnd a balance between the size of the morph
lexicon and the compactness of the representation of the text corpus. The
smallest possible morph lexicon consists only of the individual letters in
the alphabet. This will however radically increase the representation size
of the training text because every word would be split up into as many
morphs as the number of letters it contains. At the other extreme, if
words are not split up at all the lexicon grows very large because now
every distinct word will have to be in the morph lexicon.
Table 2.4. The correlation between lexicon and representation size.

|l|e|f|t|h|a|n|d|e|d|

→

small lexicon size, big representation size

|lefthanded|

→

big lexicon size, small representation size

|left|hand|ed|

→

optimal lexicon size and representation size

Since Morfessor is a statistical data-driven algorithm, the generated
morphs don’t necessarily have to have a clear correspondence to any linguistic morph segmentations. This is also part of the strengths of the algorithm because it can be applied to any natural language without knowing
the underlying grammatical structure. In previous experiments (Creutz
et al., 2007), morph-based LMs derived from Morfessor outperformed wordbased LMs in a number of speech recognition experiments for Finnish, Estonian, and Turkish, all morphologically rich languages. The performance
boost was mostly attributed to the better modeling of out-of-vocabulary
words. Figure 4.2 presents a ﬂowchart describing the steps involved for
using Morfessor to construct a morph-based LM for speech recognition.
An n-gram LM can be trained on a morph-segmented text corpus with
added word boundaries. The lexicon is created by generating pronunciation rules for the morph vocabulary units found in the LM. Creating a
robust morph lexicon for ASR is easier in Finnish than in some other language because pronunciation of almost any arbitrary Finnish subword is
covered by a standard letter-to-sound (L2S) rule.
Another key component vital for improving the performance of morphbased LMs is calculating reliable estimates for longer n-gram contexts.
Pruning is important for reliably estimating long range n-gram models,
where rarely occurring n-grams are deleted from the language model.
The VariKN language modeling toolkit (Siivola et al., 2007), can reliably estimate high-order variable-length n-gram models, by pruning and
growing of long span n-grams. Previous experiments indicate that high-
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Generate
Morph LM

Morfessor
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model

n-grams
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pronunciation
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Viterbi segm.

4

Add word

Morph
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Figure 2.9. Statistical morph-based language modeling using Morfessor: 1. Training text
is given to Morfessor, 2. Morfessor calculates a segmentation model (an optimal set of morphs that represent the language), 3. Segmentation model with
the Viterbi algorithm is used to segment the training text in to morphs, 4-5.
Word boundary units are added and an n-gram LM is trained, 6-8. Pronunciation rules are generated for the vocabulary units in the morph LM and a
morph lexicon is created.

order morph LMs improve especially the recognition of previously unseen
words (Creutz et al., 2007).

2.7

Neural Network Language Models

Neural network language models (NNLMs) have in recent years been proposed as an alternative to n-gram language models. This follows the general trend in speech recognition and other pattern recognition ﬁelds to
harness the power of deep learning algorithms. The main challenge still
facing traditional back off n-grams is data sparsity. The NNLM framework tries to overcome data sparsity by projecting words into continuous
space and estimating probabilities there.
Neural probabilistic language modeling was introduced by Bengio et al.
(2003), based on feedforward neural networks with ﬁxed-length context
(Figure 2.10).
wn−1

wn−2

P

P

H

O

P(wn |wn−1 wn−2 wn−3 )

P

wn−3
Figure 2.10. NNLM architecture based on feedforward neural network with ﬁxed context
length.
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Words are ﬁrst represented as input vectors using 1-of-K encoding, where
K is the size of the vocabulary. The word input vectors are projected into
a lower continuous word space using a shared projection matrix P. In
the lower space, words are represented as feature vectors. The feature
vectors, representing the speciﬁc word history, are projected further into
lower space using a hidden layer matrix H. In the ﬁnal layer, the output
matrix O together with the softmax activation function gives the probability for the word wn , given the ﬁxed length word history.
The neural network is trained on text data. The connection weights
are updated using the gradient descent based backpropagation algorithm.
Compared to n-grams, training NNLMs require a lot more computational
resources. In recent years, training has been made more affordable by
cheaper graphical processing units (GPUs) and the parallelized matrix
computations they offer.
A recurrent NNLM (RNNLM) framework was introduced by Mikolov
et al. (2010), to improve LM modeling of long range contexts (Figure 2.11).
input(t)

P

output(t)

context(t)

H

O

context(t-1)
Figure 2.11. Architecture of a simple recurrent neural network language model
(RNNLM).

The RNNLM framework tries to overcome the ﬁxed length context, which
is the main deﬁciency of feedforward networks. By using recurrent connections in the hidden layer, RNNLMs can cycle context information for
an arbitrarily long time. Input to the hidden layer is formed by concatenating the inputs of the current word history at time t, and the hidden
layer output at time t-1. Mikolov et al. (2010) achieved signiﬁcant improvements using RNNLMs in speech recognition tasks, over using tradi-
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tional back-off n-gram models (5-18% relative WER reduction).

2.8

2.8.1

Evaluation Metrics

Word Error Rate

The most common performance measure for an ASR system is the word
error rate (WER). The WER is calculated for an evaluation transcription
(with the total number of words Nr ) as the percentage of the number of
substituted (S), deleted (D), and inserted (I) words in the output text generated by the speech recognizer.
S+D+I
Nr

W ER =

(2.25)

A letter error rate (LER) can also be calculated in a similar fashion. In
some languages the LER is a more descriptive measure. For example in
Finnish the errors made on the word level are usually quite trivial, such
as a deleted or inserted letter at the end of the word.
In some cases, error rates of special word categories might be of interest. In this thesis, error rates of foreign names (FER) and acronyms
(ACER) have been calculated to measure the performance of vocabulary
adaptation. The error rates are calculated in terms of how often special vocabulary words (foreign names or acronyms) found in the reference
transcript are either substituted or deleted in the ASR hypothesis. Insertion or substitution errors comprised of special vocabulary words replacing other words in the ASR hypothesis are not counted when calculating
FER and ACER.

F ER =

Sf + D f
Nf

ACER =

2.8.2

Sa + Da
Na

(2.26)

(2.27)

Perplexity

The perplexity measure (ppl) is one of the most common methods used
for evaluating language models. It is a fast technique because the performance measure is calculated over a text. Perplexity is deﬁned as
ppl =

N

N

i=1

1
P (wi |h)

(2.28)
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where N is the number of words in the evaluation text and P(wi |h) is
the probability yielded by the language model. Perplexity is a measure
of how well the language model predicts the word sequence in the evaluation text. The perplexity value can also be described as the approximate number of equally probable words the language model has to choose
from when predicting the next word in the sequence. This means that
the lower the perplexity the better the language model. When evaluating
language model performance the absolute perplexity value is usually not
so important. The absolute value is dependent on the model but also on
the evaluation text. More important is the relative perplexity reduction
compared to a baseline model.
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3. Experimental Systems and Data

In chapters 4 and 5, methods and key results relating to language model
and vocabulary adaptation are presented. The purpose of this chapter is
to present the systems and data used for running the experiments.
All speech recognition experiments were run on the Aalto ASR system (Hirsimäki et al., 2009), which utilizes GMM-HMM three-state triphone acoustic models. Morph-based language models and lexicons were
trained using the Morfessor and VariKN toolkits as described in Figure 4.2.
Speech and text data sets related to the key results in this thesis are
presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1. Speech data sets used in the experiments.

Data set

Language

Publications

ﬁ-train

Finnish

II - VI

Hours
20h

est-train

Estonian

IV

30h

ﬁ-english-train

English

II

1h10min

ﬁ-dev-1

Finnish

II

1h22min

ﬁ-dev-2

Finnish

III

1h30min

ﬁ-dev-3

Finnish

IV-VI

5h24min

ﬁ-eval-3

Finnish

IV-VI

5h35min

est-eval-1

Estonian

IV

4h10min

Table 3.2. Text data sets used in the experiments.

Data set

Language

Publications

Words

ﬁ-general

Finnish

II - VI

150M words

ﬁ-webnews

Finnish

III - VI

10M words

est-general

Estonian

IV

320M words

est-webnews

Estonian

IV

60M words
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Acoustic models for Finnish and Estonian are trained using the ﬁ-train
and est-train data sets in all experiments. The ﬁ-train data consists of
20 hours of clean dictated speech from 300 native Finnish speakers. The
est-train data consists of 30 hours of Estonian broadcast news recordings.
The baseline LMs are trained using the text data sets ﬁ-general and
est-general. The ﬁ-general data is a 150M word corpus containing books,
magazines, and newspaper articles. The est-general data is a 320M word
corpus consisting of newspaper articles.
The ﬁ-webnews and est-webnews data sets are used for LM adaptation.
The ﬁ-webnews data is a 10M word corpus containing texts from Finnish
web news portals collected during 2011 and 2012. The est-webnews is 60M
word corpus containing texts from Estonian web news portals.
Speech data sets ﬁ-dev-1, ﬁ-dev-2, ﬁ-dev-3, ﬁ-eval-3, and est-eval-1 are
used as evaluation data in the ASR experiments. The Finnish data sets
are all broadcast news recordings from 2011 and 2012. The Estonian data
set contains broadcast news recordings from 2005.
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4. Language Model Adaptation

4.1

Supervised Adaptation

Natural language is highly variable. The frequencies of different words
and word sequences encountered vary across topic, style and also time.
Language model adaptation aims to improve the performance of the ASR
system for a speciﬁc topic or speaking style.
As was stated in the previous chapters, n-gram language models are
trained on large text collections containing up to several billions of words.
The best performing model is usually the one trained on the most amount
of data. However performance suffers when evaluating LMs on text or
speech which differ from the training corpus in topic, style, or time of
creation. In general, ASR models trained on data that differs greatly from

Word Accuracy [%]

the data being tested leads to lower word recognition accuracy.

Training
Data
Testing data

Figure 4.1. Testing ASR models with data that differs greatly from the training data
usually leads to lower word recognition accuracy.

In a previous ASR experiment on telephone conversations, an n-gram
model trained on two million words of conversational text performed much
better than a model trained on 140 million words of broadcast news tran-
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scripts (Bellegarda, 2004). It has also been shown in LM experiments on
business news text that the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate drops signiﬁcantly when test and train data are aligned in terms of both topic and
time (Rosenfeld, 1995).
The challenge of training LMs for more speciﬁc topics, is that there is
often very little text data available for special domains. Because of data
sparsity it is difﬁcult to train reliable LMs on small amounts of text data.
In a traditional LM adaptation setup, the larger more general text corpus
is merged and adapted with a smaller more topic speciﬁc corpus.
General

Adaptation

PB (w|h)

corpus

PI (w|h)

method

In-domain
corpus

PA (w|h)
Adapted LM

Figure 4.2. Traditional LM adaptation framework. N-gram statistics from a large general text corpus are adapted with statistics from a smaller domain-speciﬁc
corpus.

4.1.1

Linear Interpolation

Linear interpolation is one of the most straightforward LM adaptation
methods available. The n-gram models PB (w|h), estimated from the larger
general background corpus, and PI (w|h), estimated from the smaller indomain corpus, are merged by simply adding together the weighted probabilities of the two different models.
PA (w|h) = (1 − λ)PB (w|h) + λPI (w|h)

(4.1)

The interpolation coefﬁcient λ takes a value between 0 and 1. The value
of λ is usually a constant and it is estimated beforehand on development
data.

4.1.2

Maximum Posteriori Adaptation

An alternative to combination at the model level, is merging the two information sources at the corpus level using the frequency counts directly.
This is the basis for Maximum Posteriori (MAP) adaptation, where the
n-gram counts from the general corpus and the in-domain corpus are
merged as follows:

PA (w|h) =
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CB (h) + CI (h)

(4.2)
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The constant  is estimated empirically and its purpose is to reduce the
bias of the general text corpus (Bellegarda, 2004).

4.1.3

Minimum Discrimination Information Adaptation

Another perspective on LM adaptation is offered by the statistical principle of minimum discrimination information (MDI). The adapted LM is
estimated to be as close as possible to the background LM while at the
same time satisfying some constraints derived from the smaller in-domain
corpus. A model can be estimated that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler
distance from the background LM, and satisﬁes the constraints from the
in-domain corpus.

PA = arg min
Q



Q(h, w)log

hwV n

Q(h, w)
PB (h, w)

(4.3)

Since the unigram features can be reliably estimated even on a small indomain corpus, they can be used as constraints. Using the unigram features as constraints in MDI adaptation gives the following solution (Federico, 1999):

PA (w|h) =
where


PI (w) β
PB (w|h)
PB (w)



PI (ŵ) β
Z(h) =
PB (ŵ|h)
PB (ŵ)
1
Z(h)



(4.4)

ŵV

and

0<β≤1

This form of MDI adaptation is also known as fast marginal (FMA)
adaptation or unigram rescaling. The practical implication of the method
is raised probability for topic words that occur frequently in the in-domain
corpus. MDI adaptation is computationally expensive because of the need
to calculate the normalization term Z(h).

4.1.4

Maximum Entropy Adaptation

The principle of maximum entropy (ME) has been used in language modeling and within that framework domain adaptation has also been applied
to combine different information sources (Alumäe and Kurimo, 2010). A
conditional ME model has the following form:
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P (w|h) =
where

e

i

λi fi (w,h)

Z(h)

Z(h) =
eλj fj (wi ,h)

(4.5)
(4.6)

xi V

The functions fi are binary feature functions. Training the ME model is
equal to ﬁnding the optimal weights λi that maximize the log-likelihood
L(X;Λ) of the training data X. Adaptation of the ME model can be done in
the regularization step when the model is smoothed using Gaussian priors
(usually zero-mean). Parameters estimated from the out-of-domain data
can be used as prior means when learning parameters from in-domain
data.

4.2

Unsupervised Adaptation

In general, the LM adaptation methods that were introduced previously
are intended for a static setting where it is assumed the topic of the
test data is known beforehand. In unsupervised LM adaptation this assumption is not made. The main idea of unsupervised LM adaptation
is to adapt the background LM based on the output of the ASR system.
Over the past 25 years, there has been an increasing amount of research
dedicated to two-pass recognition frameworks for implementing unsupervised LM adaptation. The methods can be broadly classiﬁed into four
categories: cache-based, self-adaption, model tuning, and retrieval-based
methods.

4.2.1

Cache-based LMs

One of the earliest attempts to use the ASR output to dynamically improve language modeling was presented by Kuhn and de Mori (1990) and
Jelinek et al. (1992), in the form of the cache-based LM.
The basic idea behind a cache-based approach is that a word that has
been recently used in a sentence is more likely to occur again than would
be expected from the background LM. The simplest way to construct a
cache-model is to keep count of single words that have occurred in the
recent past. A unigram cache-model can be formed as follows:

Punicache (wi ) =

N
1 
I(wi = wj )
N
j=1
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where N is the number of previous words (size of the cache) and I(x) is an
indicator function which is 1 if x is true and 0 otherwise. The cache-model
is usually combined with the background LM using linear interpolation.
Padap (wi ) = λ ∗ Punicache + (1 − λ) ∗ PB

(4.8)

The unigram cache-model can be further generalized to higher order ngrams.
Experiments with cache-based LMs have usually yielded signiﬁcant reductions in perplexity. Jelinek et al. (1992) also reported WER reductions
of 5-20% using a trigram cache. Cache-based LMs offer a simple method
to do unsupervised LM adaptation. The method is however heavily dependent on correct recognition of domain-speciﬁc words.

4.2.2

Self-adaptation

The most straightforward way of implementing unsupervised LM adaptation is to use the ASR output text directly. Using the recognition transcripts, one can either train a standalone LM and interpolate it with a
background LM, or merge the n-gram counts of the transcripts with the
background LM.
First-pass output
Decoder

Speech

Train LM

LM adap-

Transcript

tation

LM

Adapted LM
Background
Decoder

LM

Final output
Figure 4.3. One example of how self-adaptation can be implemented. First-pass ASR
transcripts are used to train a standalone LM which is adapted with the background LM. The adapted LM can be used in second-pass recognition on the
same spoken document, or used in cross-adaptation on new unseen speech
data.

Self-adaptation is not the most sophisticated adaptation method, but it
is practical in some situations. If there is a large collection of in-domain
speech data available, the ASR output could be useful for language modeling despite recognition errors. Self-adaption has been popular for domains such as meeting and lecture speech data, for which there is little
transcribed text data available. Cross-adaptation is often applied so that
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a collection of spoken documents are used for adapting new unseen speech
data.
Bacchiani and Roark (2003) used ASR transcripts from customer service voice-mails to adapt a background LM. The background LM was
trained on transcripts from general voice-mail messages and the adaptation data consisted of ASR transcripts from voice-mails messages of the
target domain. The adaptation data was combined with the background
LM through merging of n-gram counts. The key results of the experiments
are in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Self-adaptation adaptation results (Bacchiani and Roark, 2003).
Hours of

Adaptation method [WER%]

adaptation data [h]

Supervised

Unsupervised

0

32.7

32.7

4.25

25.6

28.9

8.50

24.8

28.4

12.75

23.8

28.1

17.00

23.7

28.2

Test data consisted of 1 hour of voice mail messages related to network
problems and the entire adaptation data set consisted of 17 hours of voice
mail messages related to the same domain. Adaptation was performed
with both the manually transcribed adaptation data set (supervised) and
with the corresponding ASR transcripts (unsupervised). Using over 4
hours of adaptation data, the relative WER reduction for the supervised
method is nearly 22% and for the unsupervised method it is close to 12%.
The improvement from using ASR transcripts is about half of what can
be achieved using human-generated speech transcripts. Similar results
were obtained by Tur and Stolcke (2007), where test data consisted of
meeting recordings and LM adaptation was done using ASR transcripts
from previous meetings.
Using ASR transcripts directly in LM adaptation is both simple and efﬁcient. Even though the improvements are far less than would be achieved
by using manual transcripts, it has to be put in relation to the amount of
time and money required to obtain these compared to the ASR transcripts.
Recent improvements to the self-adaptation framework have included
using conﬁdence scores to select the most reliable parts of the ASR output
for LM adaptation (Chang et al., 2013; Xie and Chen, 2013).
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4.2.3

Model Tuning

Unsupervised LM adaptation can also be implemented with the objective
to modify internal parameters of the background LM using the ﬁrst-pass
ASR output.
First-pass output
Decoder

Model tuning

Speech
Adapted LM
Background
Decoder

LM

Final output
Figure 4.4. Unsupervised LM adaptation based on model tuning. Parameters of the
background LM are tuned with the ﬁrst-pass ASR output. The adapted model
is used in second-pass recognition.

A simple implementation of model tuning is using the ﬁrst-pass ASR
output to estimate linear interpolation mixture weights of language models trained on different corpora. Using the ﬁrst-pass hypothesis, Mrva
and Woodland (2006) adapted the linear interpolation mixture weights of
an LM trained on broadcast news texts (PBN ) and another LM trained on
broadcast conversation transcripts (PBC ).
PA (w|h) = (1 − λ)PBN (w|h) + λPBC (w|h)

(4.9)

The weights were optimized using the standard Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. Adapted weights improved error rate for broadcast conversation speech data with over 1% absolute compared to using ﬁxed weights. Unsupervised linear interpolation has previously also
been used in other works to adapt multiple topic-speciﬁc LMs with each
other (Schlippe et al., 2013; Thadani et al., 2012).
Topic models, such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)
and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), have often been used in the context of unsupervised model tuning. Both of these are bag-of-words models.
Word order is ignored when extracting topic information. Documents in
the background corpus are projected into continuous vector space and topics are modeled with hidden variables.
PLSA is a generative model and a word sequence w1 ,w2 ,..,wn occurring
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in document D is deﬁned as follows:

P (w1 , w2 , .., wn ) =

n 
K


P (wi |zk )P (zk |D)

(4.10)

i=1 k=1

The probablity for a word w given a word history h can be deﬁned as
follows:

PP LSA (w|h) =

K


P (w|zk )P (zk |h)

(4.11)

k=1

The hidden variable zk models the latent topics. It represents a characteristic of the text determined by word co-occurrences. Both P(w|zk ) and
P(zk |h) can be trained with the EM algorithm on the training data.
Mrva and Woodland (2006) used PP LSA (w|h) to scale unigram probabilities of the background LM as follows:
PA (w|h) ∝ PB (w|h) ∗

PP LSA (w|h)
Punigram (w)

(4.12)

The topic weights P(zk |h) in the PLSA model were adapted for each
speech segment given the history h. The history h was ﬁxed for each
speech segment and it comprised the recognized word history of all other
segments in the spoken document. Mrva and Woodland (2006) only observed slight decrease (0.1% absolute) in WER using PLSA in combination
with unsupervised linear interpolation.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is similar to PLSA and has been frequently
used as a component in unsupervised model tuning. A prior distribution
p(θ;α) is added to P(zk |D), where p(θ;α) is a Dirichlet distribution with
parameters α = α1 , α2 , .. , αK .

P (w1 , w2 , .., wn ) =

 
K
n 
θ


P (wi |zk )P (zk |D) p(θ; α)dθ

(4.13)

i=1 k=1

Mrva and Woodland (2006) used LDA in the same way as PLSA adaptation. The topic weights were adapted with the recognized word history. Performance improvements (0.1% absolute) were similar compared
to PLSA. Tam and Schultz (2006) also used LDA in an unsupervised setting for improving ASR on broadcast news. The ASR output was used to
estimate the variational Dirichlet posterior over the topic mixture weights.
Signiﬁcant gains in recognition accuracy (1% absolute) were achieved when
using the LDA-adapted unigram model to scale the background model
with MDI adaptation (Eqn. 4.4). Liu and Liu (2008) presented a variation of unsupervised LDA adaptation by taking into account named en-
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tity information in topic modeling. LDA has also been applied to cluster the background corpus for training topic-speciﬁc LMs. Haidar and
O’Shaugnessy (2011) used LDA-based clustering for training topic LMs
and tuned the mixture weights on a held-out development set.

4.2.4

Information Retrieval Based Methods

The use of information retrieval (IR) methods has also been explored in
unsupervised LM adaptation. Using IR methods, topical information is
retrieved from the ﬁrst-pass ASR output to retrieve matching documents
from a data source. The best matching documents are used in LM adaptation with the background corpus. The adapted LM is used in second-pass
recognition. The general framework for IR-based LM adaptation is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Data source

First-pass output
Decoder

Speech

IR engine

LM adap-

Matching

tation

documents

Adapted LM
General
Decoder

corpus

Final output
Figure 4.5. IR-based LM adaptation framework. Using IR methods, the ﬁrst-pass ASR
output is used to ﬁnd topically matching text data from a data source. The
retrieved in-domain corpus is used in LM adaptation with the background
corpus. The adapted LM is used in second-pass recognition.

The background corpus itself can be used as the IR data source and
the objective becomes to select a subset of the LM training data which
best matches the spoken document. This approach was used by Niesler
and Willett (2002) when implementing unsupervised LM adaptation for
lecture speech transcription. Term frequency inverse document frequency
(tf-idf ) was used to measure topical similarity between the documents in
the training corpus and the recognition hypothesis.
Term frequency tf(di ,wj ) is deﬁned as the number of times the word wj
occurs in document di . Inverse document frequency idf(wj ) is deﬁned as
follows:
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idf (wj ) = log

N
|{d ∈ D : wj ∈ d}|

(4.14)



N is the total number of documents in corpus D, and | d ∈ D : wj ∈ d |
is the number of documents where word wj appears in. The tf-idf(di ,wj )
score is the product of tf(di ,wj ) and idf(wj ), and it measures how important a word is to a document. The tf-idf(di ,wj ) score is high when the wj
occurs often in di but does not occur in many other documents. Documents
can be vectorized using tf-idf, by calculating tf-idf(di ,wj ) for all words in
the indexed vocabulary.
t(di ) = {tf idf (di , w1 ), tf idf (di , w2 ), .., tf idf (di , wn )}

(4.15)

The topical relatedness between two documents, expressed as tf-idf vectors t(di ) and t(dk ), can be measured using the cosine distance,
S(di , dk ) =

t(di ) • t(dk )
t(di ) · t(dk )

(4.16)

where t(di ) • t(dk ) is the vector dot product. Niesler and Willett (2002)
used linear interpolation to adapt the obtained subset LM with the background LM, and achieved a moderate 2% relative WER reduction.
Nanjo and Kawahara (2002) implemented retrieval-based LM adaptation by ﬁrst training a standalone LM on the ﬁrst-pass ASR output. The
trained LM was used to calculate the perplexity score for each document
in the background corpus and documents with the lowest scores were selected in training a subset LM. The obtained subset LM was adapted with
the background LM using linear interpolation, and a 2% relative WER
reduction was achieved compared to the baseline model.
Chen et al. (2003) implemented retrieval-based LM adaptation using a
novel keyword selection method. The relevance of word wi to the recognized spoken document dj was calculated using the following score:
R(wi , dj ) =


v∈kj

log

P (wi , v)
P (wi )P (v)

(4.17)

where P(wi ,v) is the probability that word wi and v appear in the same
document and kj is the set of all words in document dj . A threshold value
was used to select the most relevant keywords for each spoken document.
Using the set of keywords q, the most relevant articles were retrieved
from the background corpus with the following score:
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S(q, sj ) =

N Nj
K(q, sj )γ  
P (keywordi , wk )
idf (wk )log
Nj
P (keywordi )P (wk )

(4.18)

i=1 k=1

where K(q,sj ) is the number of distinct keywords that occur both in the
query and the candidate article sj , and γ is a tuning parameter. MDI
adaptation was used to adapt the retrieved documents with the background LM, and a 2% relative WER reduction was achieved.
A different approach for IR-based LM adaptation has been to use the
Internet as a dynamic text source. This strategy was ﬁrst explored by
Berger and Miller (1998), implementing an adaptation framework illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Sentence

Keyword

Query

Search
WWW

ﬁlter

engine
Web pages

Adaptation
corpus

Adaptation text

Text normalization

Figure 4.6. Query engine utilizing the Internet as a text source for updating the adaptation corpus.

Pre-deﬁned noise words were ﬁltered from the ASR output sentence and
passed to a Web search engine. The most relevant Web pages found by the
search engine were normalized and added to the adaptation corpus. The
marginal probabilities of the background LM were dynamically updated
for each run, giving more weight to the adaptation corpus as its’ size increased.
Tests were performed in sequential mode with newswire stories. The
input sentence was used to update the adaptation corpus. The updated
model was then used on the next sentence. Perplexity reductions were
achieved using this Web-based adaptation strategy.
Lecorvé et al. (2008) experimented with a similar Web-based adaptation
framework as in Figure 4.6. Keyword selection was implemented using
a combination of the tf-idf and recognition conﬁdence scores. Multiple
queries were built for the search engine using different combinations of
the selected keywords. The retrieved Web data was used to train a topic
LM which was adapted with the background LM using linear interpolation. The adapted LM was used for rescoring ﬁrst-pass recognition lattices. Tested on broadcast news, signiﬁcant perplexity reductions were
achieved but in the ASR experiments WER was only lowered with under
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1%.
Meng et al. (2010) achieved better results, using a similar setup as
Lecorvé et al. (2008), by utilizing an automatic part-of-speech (POS) tagger for building the queries. Noun phrases (NP) were extracted from the
ﬁrst pass hypothesis and passed to the search engine. A 2% relative reduction in WER was achieved.
The Web has also been used as a knowledge source in the context of supervised LM adaptation (topic is known beforehand) for building a new
corpus or augmenting an already existing adaptation corpus. Tsiartas
et al. (2010) used this type of framework by generating queries from the
in-domain training text and adapting the already existing in-domain LM
with the retrieved Web pages. Wen et al. (2013) trained a personalized LM
for voice-enabled social media transcriptions, by adapting the background
LM with text data crawled from the user’s Facebook wall. Schlippe et al.
(2013) used Web 2.0 paradigms such as RSS and Twitter feeds for retrieving time-relevant adaptation texts for broadcast news.

4.2.5

Unsupervised LM Adaptation for Morph-based ASR

In this thesis, one of the main contributions was implementing unsupervised LM adaptation for Finnish morph-based speech recognition. An IRbased adaptation framework was implemented as illustrated in 4.7 (Publication III). The general framework can also be applied for word-based
ASR. The morph speciﬁcity comes from evaluating statistical morphs as
indexing terms.
Web corpus

First-pass output
Decoder

Linear

IR engine

Matching
Topic LM

Speech

interpolation

Adapted LM

documents
Train LM

Background
Decoder

LM

Final output
Figure 4.7. Unsupervised LM adaptation implemented for morph-based speech recognition. An IR engine uses the ﬁrst-pass ASR output to ﬁnd topically matching
articles from a Web corpus. The matching articles are used to train a topic
LM. The topic LM is adapted with the background LM using linear interpolation. The adapted LM is used in second-pass recognition.
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Test data consisted of Finnish broadcast news recordings from 20112012. The adaptation corpus was crawled from the Web and consisted of
news articles published during the 2011-2012 period (ﬁ-webnews). The
background LM was trained on a general news text corpus (ﬁ-general).
The IR engine ﬁnds topically related articles from the Web corpus based
on the ﬁrst-pass recognition output. A topic LM is trained using the best
matching articles, and is adapted with the background LM using linear
interpolation (Eqn. 4.1, λ ﬁxed to 0.1). The adapted LM is used in secondpass recognition.
The IR engine is based on vectorizing (or indexing) text documents in
order to calculate similarity measures between the ASR output and articles. The vector space model (VSM) is the ﬁrst step in vectorizing a text
document, by calculating the tf-idf measure for each word in the entire
vocabulary.
award

0.02

belize

0.40

computer

0.35

dormitory

0.10

...
...
...
yellowstone

0.00

zorro

0.25

Figure 4.8. Vector space model. Document is represented as a word weight vector.

To reduce dimensionality of the VSM, latent semantic indexing (LSI) is
often applied in IR-tasks (Deerwater et al., 1990). It is based on singular
value decomposition (SVD). The VSM document vectors are merged to
form a word-document matrix W. SVD decomposess the matrix to three
matrices of a lower rank R, as illustrated in Figure 4.9.
The three decomposed matrices U, S, and VT , represent the so called
latent semantic space. S is a singular matrix, U is the latent word-vector
matrix and VT is the latent document-vector matrix.
To calculate the distance between a query vector q (ﬁrst-pass ASR output) and a document vector d̂j in the latent semantic space, the query vector must also be transformed to the latent semantic space. It is achieved
through the following transformation.
q̂ = S −1 U T q

(4.19)
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Words
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MxN

MxR

Figure 4.9. Latent semantic indexing. The word-document matrix is decomposed into
three matrices, from which word and document vectors can be projected into
the latent semantic space.

The cosine distance can be used to measure the distance between the
query vector and document vector in the latent semantic space.
Besides dimensionality reduction, another advantage of LSI is the mapping of similar words and documents into a common latent variable. Through
the singular value decomposition, LSI offers a way of tying together synonyms (words which have similar meaning), and differentiating between
polysemes (a word that has multiple meanings).
In the context of the unsupervised LM adaptation framework presented
in Figure 4.7, the documents in the Web corpus were transformed into
an LSI space with 100 latent variables. The ﬁrst-pass ASR output was
transformed into the same LSI space (Eqn. 4.19), and the cosine distance
was used to ﬁnd the best matching documents.
One motivation for implementing and testing this adaptation framework, was partly to study whether an external time-relevant text corpus
can signiﬁcantly improve the recognition Finnish broadcast news. Another motivation was to study the use of different indexing terms in IRbased LM adaptation. In NLP tasks the indexing terms refer to the vocabulary units. Words are often used as indexing terms. In morph-based
NLP systems, morphs can also be used as indexing terms.
Turunen and Kurimo (2005) studied spoken document retrieval (SDR)
for Finnish and discovered that best performance was achieved when using a combination of statistical morphs and words as indexing terms. For
this thesis, statistical morphs, words, and a combination of both morphs
and words were evaluated as indexing terms in the context of IR-based
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LM adaptation for morph-based speech recognition. Experiments were
run on the ﬁ-dev-2 data set. Results of the experiments are in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Comparing different indexing terms in IR-based LM adaptation for morphbased ASR (Publication III). Experiments were run on the ﬁ-dev-2 data set.
Index term [WER%]

Documents
retrieved

Words

Morphs

Words+Morphs

0

33.0

33.0

33.0

1000

30.8

31.1

30.8

5000

30.0

30.4

30.1

10000

30.1

30.6

30.1

IR-based LM adaptation signiﬁcantly reduces WER compared to the
baseline result (33%). There is not much more improvement after 5000
retrieved documents (8-9% relative WER reduction), suggesting the LSIbased retrieval system is able to recall most of the relevant articles with
this range. Comparing performance of the different indexing terms, wordbased indexing performs slightly better than morph-based indexing. In
contrast to the Finnish SDR task (Turunen and Kurimo, 2005), combining morph-based and word-based indexing does not give any additional
performance improvements. It is possible a combination of morph- and
word-based indexing improves the retrieval of relevant documents, but
the change might not be signiﬁcant enough to have any effect on the WER
value.
In the context of the unsupervised LM adaptation framework presented
in Figure 4.7, vocabulary adaptation was also implemented to improve the
recognition of foreign names and acronyms. Results of these experiments
are presented in Chapter 5.

4.3

Adaptation of Neural Network Language Models

Neural network language models can also be adapted to different domains
and topics. Several methods have been implemented for this purpose.
Schwenk and Gauvain (2005) proposed weighted sampling, where indomain training data is sampled with higher probability than out-of-domain
data. Shi et al. (2014) implemented curriculum learning to adapt the
NNLM. The training of the model is planned so that more general samples are used to train the NNLM in the beginning, and the in-domain data
is used in the end so that it has more inﬂuence on the model.
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Many NNLM adaptation methods are based on adding extra layers or
parameters and training them on in-domain data. Park et al. (2010) added
an extra adaptation layer to the network and trained it on in-domain
data while keeping the other parameters ﬁxed. Alumäe (2013) introduced
an architecture for a multi-domain NNLM. A set of the parameters are
reserved to be domain-speciﬁc and are switched according to the active
domain. This enables the joint training of both the domain-speciﬁc and
general parameters. A simpliﬁed version of the multi-domain NNLM is
illustrated in Figure 4.10. The same type of multi-domain adaptation
framework has also been implemented into an RNNLM architecture (Tilk
and Alumäe, 2014).
wn−1

wn−2

P

P

H1a

O

P(wn |wn−1 wn−2 wn−3 )

P

wn−3

H1b

dt
Figure 4.10. Simpliﬁed multi-domain NNLM framework. The domain information dt is
represented as a one-of-N encoded vector, and it is connected to the hidden
layer.

The general framework of the multi-domain NNLM (Figure 4.10) is also
a common structure for many context-dependent NNLMs. Instead of the
domain input dt , other contextual information is fed to the hidden layer.
Mikolov and Zweig (2012) integrated a contextual real-valued input vector
in an RNNLM architecture. The vector can convey contextual or topical
information about the sentence or document being modeled.
IR-based LM adaptation, as presented in Figure 4.7, can also be implemented with an NNLM framework. Topic-relevant texts can be retrieved
based on ﬁrst-pass ASR output and be used for example to update a multidomain NNLM ( 4.10). Another possibility is to use the topical information retrieved from ﬁrst-pass ASR output, as input to a context-dependent
NNLM.
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5.1

Adapting ASR Systems for the Recognition of
Out-Of-Vocabulary Words

The performance of a modern ASR system depends heavily on how well
the acoustic and language models match the evaluation data. Lexical
coverage is also of great importance for the overall performance. A clear
measurement of deviation between the ASR system and test data is the
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate, the percentage of words in the test data not
contained in the ASR lexicon.
A high OOV rate has a direct negative impact on the recognition accuracy. A lot of research has been done on how to actively reduce the OOV
rate or how to circumvent the OOV problem all together.
As was explained earlier in Section 2.6, recognition of OOVs in morphologically rich languages has been improved signiﬁcantly with the use of
morph-based LMs.
A lot of research has also been focused on the use of hybrid language
models to solve the OOV problem (Bisani and Ney, 2005; Parada et al.,
2011; Rastrow et al., 2009). Hybrid models utilize both a standard wordbased model and a subword model. The subword model covers OOV words
by introducing frequently occurring substrings or phonetic segments into
the lexicon. Hybrid models have been proved to be good at detecting OOV
segments in speech and also improving recognition for native OOV words.
What might hinder the use of morph-based or hybrid LMs in some languages is the degree of difﬁculty in generating pronunciation rules for
arbitrary subwords. In Finnish the pronunciation of almost every word
and subword is covered by a standard L2S rule. In languages such as
English with more complicated pronunciation rules, it is more difﬁcult to
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build a compact morph lexicon which offers good coverage of OOV words.
Lexicon augmentation is another alternative for reducing OOV rate and
improving recognition accuracy. The vocabulary is augmented with new
words and their pronunciations. The Web can be used as a source from
where to select and continuously update the lexicon with relevant OOV
words (Allauzen and Gauvain, 2005a). Lexicon augmentation is often performed in combination with LM adaptation, where newly retrieved adaptation texts are both used to adapt the background LM and update the
baseline lexicon (Meng et al., 2010). An augmented lexicon can also be
used without modifying the LM using special word classes to where previously unseen words are assigned (Allauzen and Gauvain, 2005b).
In recent years, research has been done on developing end-to-end speech
recognition using deep neural networks (Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Hannun
et al., 2014; Maas et al., 2015). A recurrent neural network is trained directly using audio data (spectrum features) as input and text data (words)
as output, all together bypassing the need for conventional phoneme classes
and the lexicon. Experimental results on commonly used test sets indicate
end-to-end ASR systems outperform conventional ASR systems. However,
training end-to-end ASR systems requires vast amounts of labeled audio
data which might not yet be available for all languages. It is also still unclear how well these systems recognize new words not seen in the training
data.

5.2

Adapting ASR Systems for the Recognition of Special
Vocabulary Words

One of the central objectives guiding the work presented in this thesis
has been to improve recognition of a special set of words usually not
recognized well by standard ASR systems, namely foreign proper names
(FPNs) and acronyms (ACRs). In Finnish morph-based ASR which supports an almost unlimited vocabulary for native words, foreign names and
acronyms are poorly modeled by the morph lexicon and LM. They therefore make up a large part of all recognition errors found in Finnish morphbased ASR (Hirsimäki and Kurimo, 2009).
Although the overall rate of FPNs and ACRs might be low in speech, in
the order of 1-5%, the information value they carry is high. The improved
recognition of FPNs and ACRs can enhance the overall intelligibility of
ASR output and also improve performance of spoken document retrieval
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tasks.
The high error rate of FPNs and ACRs is related to three different factors:

1. Out-of-domain or out-of-date background LMs give unsuitable probabilities for rare or previously unseen FPNs and ACRs. Especially foreign names are usually OOVs in the sense that they are not seen in the
baseline LM training texts.

2. Standard pronunciation rules that cover Finnish words give incorrect
pronunciations for FPNs and ACRs.

3. Segmentations of FPNs and ACRs are not always optimal when it comes
to accommodating non-standard pronunciation rules. For example oversegmentation (e.g. mcdowell ⇒ mc do well) is common for many FPNs
and makes pronunciation modeling more difﬁcult and unreliable.

In order to improve the recognition accuracy of FPNs and ACRs, the different factors contributing to the poor performance have been addressed
in the research work done for this thesis. The main steps involved in the
adaptation strategy to solve the poor recognition of FPNs and ACRs can
be summarized as follows:

1. Find relevant language data, and update the background LM to reduce
OOV rate.

2. Detect FPNs and ACRs in the in-domain data and generate adapted
pronunciation rules.

3. Modify the segmentation of FPNs and ACRs (morpheme adaptation) to
enable more reliable pronunciation modeling.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. Central methods for detecting foreign names and acronyms in text are presented in Section 5.2.1.
Experimental results related to FPN detection (with IR measures) are
also presented. In Section 5.2.2 methods related to generating and acquiring new pronunciation variants for words are presented. ASR experiments related to combining special vocabulary detection with pronun-
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ciation adaptation are also presented in Section 5.2.2. Finally in Section 5.2.3, morpheme adaptation methods are described and the related
ASR experiments are presented.

5.2.1

Detection of Special Vocabulary Words

To facilitate continuous automatic vocabulary adaptation of FPNs and
ACRs, methods to detect them in text need to be developed. There has
been a lot of previous research on the automatic detection of foreign names.
Many foreign name detection algorithms have been based on letter ngram models (Ahmed et al., 2005; Lehecka and Svec, 2013; Maison et al.,
2003). Instead of training an n-gram model P(wi |w1 w2 ..wi−1 ) on word
sequences, a model P(li |l1 l2 ..li−1 ) is trained on letter sequences found in
single words. A foreign name often deviates from a typical native word because of unusual letter combinations and the letter-ngram model trained
on native words will give a much lower probability to these atypical words.
This is the main motivation behind using letter-ngram models for detecting foreign names. Lehecka and Svec (2013) formalized the single word
language identiﬁcation task as follows:
L∗ = arg max P (C|L)P (L)
L

(5.1)

where L is a set of target languages and C is the character sequence
which the given word is composed of.
Leidig et al. (2014) proposed a combination of different features for detecting Anglicisms in German text, including grapheme perplexity (letter
n-ngram), G2P conﬁdence, dictionary lookups and Google hit counts. The
features were combined using voting methods, decision trees, and support
vector machines (SVMs).
In the context of this thesis, the ﬁrst attempt to automatically detect and
improve foreign name recognition accuracy for Finnish ASR was done in
the research work for Publication I. The detection was implemented as a
two-step algorithm, using both typographic and letter-sequence information. All words starting in uppercase letter were chosen as foreign name
candidates, and letter-ngram perplexity was calculated for each candidate
word using a model trained on native Finnish words (Eqn. 5.2).

ppl(word) =

n

n

i=1

1
P (li |h)

(5.2)

A threshold T was set to select a percentage of words with the highest
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letter-ngram perplexity as the most likely foreign names. Pronunciation
adaptation was performed on the selected subset of foreign name candidates. Results of pronunciation adaptation and the ASR experiments are
presented in Section 5.2.2.
In Publication III, a foreign name adaptation strategy was implemented
into the unsupervised LM adaptation framework presented in Section 4.2.5.
The detection algorithm was again built on case-based selection and letterngram perplexity to ﬁnd the most likely foreign names in the retrieved
adaptation texts. An additional feature, in the form of a topic score, was
incorporated into the selection algorithm to optimize the retrieval of topicrelevant foreign names. Two scores to measure topic relatedness were
evaluated, the term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf ), and
cosine similarity (sim). The tf-idf score was calculated for each word,
in relation to the background corpus (idf ) and the retrieved article (tf )
where the word appeared. Cosine similarity for a word was calculated between the LSI-transformed document vectors of the ASR output and the
retrieved article. Because the same word can appear in more than one
document, the topic score was chosen to be the maximum value over all
the retrieved documents. This is formalized and expressed in equations
5.3 and 5.4,
tf -idf (word) = max∗ (tf (d, word) ∗ idf (word))

(5.3)

sim(word) = max∗ (S(d, dASR ))

(5.4)

d∈D

d∈D

where D∗ is the set of retrieved documents where the word appears in,
and the function S(d,dASR ) is the cosine distance between the vectorized
representation of document d and the ASR output dASR .
A ﬁnal selection score was calculated by multiplying the normalized values of the letter-ngram perplexity and the topic score (Eqns. 5.5 and 5.6).
score1 (word) = ppl(word) ∗ tf -idf (word)

(5.5)

score2 (word) = ppl(word) ∗ sim(word)

(5.6)

ASR experiments related to foreign name adaptation in Publication III
are presented in Section 5.2.2.
In Publication IV the FPN detection algorithm was developed further. A
new feature based on case frequency was introduced (Eqn. 5.7).
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case(word) = 

uppercase(word)

uppercase(word) + lowercase(word)

(5.7)

Case frequency measures the occurrence ratio of the word starting in
uppercase letter compared to lowercase. The score was implemented to
ﬁlter away native words and elevate the selection score for foreign names.
The case frequency score (case) was integrated into the selection score by
normalizing the value and multiplying it with the normalized values of
the letter ngram perplexity (ppl) and cosine similarity (sim) scores (Eqn.
5.8).
score3 (word) = ppl(word) ∗ sim(word) ∗ case(word)

(5.8)

The performance of the different selection scores was evaluated using
the traditional IR measures, precision and recall. In the ﬁrst evaluation,
the performance of different length letter-ngram models (n=1-6) to detect
foreign names in Finnish text was tested (Figure 5.1). In the context of
unsupervised LM adaptation (Figure 4.7), the most relevant articles were
selected (ﬁ-webnews) based on ﬁrst-pass ASR output (ﬁ-dev-3). To calculate the precision-recall curves the threshold T of selected FPN candidates
was variably set between 5% and 55%.
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Figure 5.1. Precision-recall curves for foreign name detection based on different order
(n=1-6) letter ngram models.
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The precision-recall curves in Figure 5.1 show letter ngram perplexity
scores clearly outperforming a random selection method, which is a general proof of concept in using letter sequence probabilities to detect foreign names. Low order models (n=1-3) give better performance than high
order models (n=4-6). In contrast, Lehecka and Svec (2013) found that
increasing the order of letter ngram models improved language identiﬁcation accuracy of single words. Lower order letter ngram models might
give better results in distinguishing foreign names from Finnish because
many single letters and short letter combinations seldom occur in native
Finnish words (e.g., x, z, ch, sh). On the other hand, many of the false positives that the letter-ngram model selects are slang terms or nicknames
with unusual letter combinations.
In the second evaluation, the combined selection scores of letter perplexity (ppl), cosine similarity (sim) and case frequency (case) were tested and
measured with precision and recall. The bigram model was used as the
letter ngram model (ppl). The same experiment was conducted as in the
ﬁrst test, selecting foreign names from the retrieved articles. Results are
presented in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Precision-recall curves comparing ppl, ppl*sim and ppl*sim*case in detecting
true FPNs from Finnish text.

Letter ngram perplexity (ppl) outperforms both the combined scores
of cosine similarity (ppl*sim ) and case-frequency (ppl*sim*case). The
ppl*sim*case score performed slightly better than the ppl*sim score sug-
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gesting the case-frequency score is successful in ﬁltering away native
words starting in uppercase letter.
A third and ﬁnal IR measure test was performed with the aim of evaluating how well the selection scores were able to retrieve relevant foreign
names, i. e. words that appear in the spoken document. The results are
presented in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Precision-recall curves comparing ppl, ppl*sim and ppl*sim*case in detecting
true relevant FPNs, foreign names that are spoken in the Finnish development set I.

Precision-recall curves indicate that the combined scores of ppl*sim*case
and ppl*sim perform better in the task of retrieving relevant FPNs than
the single ppl score. This illustrates the importance of using the cosine
similarity score to enhance the retrieval of foreign names that are actually
spoken in the document that is being recognized.
The detection algorithm for acronyms was implemented in this thesis
based mainly on typographic information. Words written in all uppercase
letters were selected as ACR candidates. Cosine similarity (sim) was used
to sort ACR candidates in Publication IV. In Publication V, ACR candidates were sorted using occurrence rates.

5.2.2

Pronunciation Adaptation

The main motivation for developing algorithms for detecting and scoring
FPN and ACR candidates was to enhance the pronunciation modeling for
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this subset of the vocabulary. Because native pronunciation rules usually
give unreliable pronunciations for FPNs and ACRs, adapted pronunciation rules are needed for these words. There is however a limit to how
many alternative pronunciation variants can be added into the lexicon
before average recognition accuracy starts to degrade.
In this section, methods related to generating new pronunciation rules
for ACRs and FPNs are presented. Adaptation is implemented in combination with ACR and FPN detection. Methods for acquiring new pron
unction rules based on user feedback are also presented. Acoustic modeling of non-native phonemes is explored as an additional resource in improving FPN recognition. Performance is measured in foreign name error
rate (FER), acronym error rate (ACER), and average WER.

5.2.2.1

Statistical and Rule-based Pronunciation Modeling

Consistent pronunciation modeling, during training and testing, is vital
for the correct recognition of words in the ASR vocabulary. In most ASR
systems, pronunciation modeling resides in the lexicon which is a dictionary with usually one pronunciation rule for each word. The pronunciation rules are either handcrafted by linguistic experts, or generated
automatically through rule-based or statistical methods.
As has been previously noted pronunciation rules for native Finnish
words can be generated with a simple L2S rule. For languages such as
English, with more complicated pronunciation rules, one often has to rely
on human expertise to obtain an initial base lexicon. Generating pronunciation rules for new words can be achieved through statistical methods
using the base lexicon as training data.
Statistical pronunciation modeling is often based on grapheme to phoneme
(G2P) conversion methods. A grapheme is a letter or sequence of letters
in a word which is associated with a phoneme when uttering the word.
G2P conversion can be formalized as follows using Bayes’ decision rule:

p(g, ϕ)
ϕ(g) = arg max

ϕ ∈φ∗

(5.9)

where ϕ is the most likely pronunciation (phoneme sequence) given the
word’s orthographic form g.
Bisani and Ney (2008) implemented data-driven G2P conversion into
their Sequitur G2P toolkit, using a method based on joint-sequence models. Joint-sequence models are trained on aligned grapheme and phoneme
sequences, or graphones. Alignments between graphemes and phonemes
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are ambiguous, often resulting in m-to-n alignments where a variable
number of sequential letters (graphemes) can be aligned to a variable
number of sequential phonemes.
m
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Figure 5.4. Grapheme to phoneme alignments of the word "mixing" with the pronunciation [mIksIη]. Graphones, pair alignments between letters and phonemes,
are shown as boxes in the illustration.

The joint probability p(g,ϕ) is calculated by summing over all matching
graphone sequences q.

p(g, ϕ) =



p(q)

(5.10)

q∈Q

where Q is the set of all alignments between g and ϕ.
Because of the probabilistic and generative properties of joint-sequence
models, they can produce many alternative pronunciation variants. G2P
models can be used for expanding the ASR lexicon with pronunciation
rules for new words or with new pronunciation variants for already existing words. G2P models have also been used for generating pronunciation
variants for foreign names. Both Maison et al. (2003) and Lehecka and
Svec (2013) used language-speciﬁc G2P models for generating pronunciation variants for foreign names detected in LM training texts.
An alternative to using G2P models for generating new pronunciation
variants for foreign names, is to use already existing foreign language
lexicons. Ngo et al. (2015) used statistical transliteration to transform
English word pronunciations into phonetically equivalent words in Vietnamese.
Pronunciation adaptation of acronyms is often an overlooked issue in
ASR. Statistical G2P models can give reliable results for acronyms given
the right training data. Because of the nature of how acronyms are pronounced in most languages, simple rule-based methods can also give accurate results.
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In this thesis, pronunciation adaptation was applied for improving recognition of foreign names and acronyms in Finnish speech. In Publication
III and Publication IV pronunciation adaptation was implemented with
special vocabulary detection into the unsupervised LM adaptation framework (Figure 5.5). Morpheme adaptation was also applied to restore oversegmented foreign names. A more detailed description of morph adaption
is given in Section 5.2.3.
Web corpus

First-pass output
Decoder

Speech
Adapted LM

IR engine

LM adap-

Matching

tation

documents

Morpheme

FPN/ACR

adaptation

detection

Adapted

Pronunciation

vocabulary

adaptation

Decoder

Final output
Figure 5.5. Unsupervised LM adaptation implemented with FPN/ACR detection and
pronunciation adaptation. Morpheme adaptation is also applied to restore
oversegmented foreign names and acronyms. The adapted LM and vocabulary are used in second-pass decoding.

Using the Sequitur toolkit (Bisani and Ney, 2008), a statistical G2P
model was trained on a list of 2000 foreign names with handcrafted pronunciation rules. The training data consisted mainly of English, German,
Russian and Swedish names. The same G2P model was used in all publications related to this thesis.
Speech recognition experiments on the ﬁ-dev-2 set comparing different
FPN detection algorithms are presented in Table 5.1 (Publication III).
A ﬁxed number of pronunciation variants (n=4) were generated for each
FPN candidate word.
Baseline results show the huge difference between average WER and
foreign name error rate (FER). Foreign names are clearly more difﬁcult to
recognize than native words. Unsupervised LM adaptation reduces FER
signiﬁcantly (11% rel.), which shows the importance of a topically relevant
LM when recognizing foreign names. Pronunciation adaptation of FPNs
reduces FER even further. Most reduction (9% rel.) comes when using
the ppl*sim-score for detecting FPNs. The cosine similarity score (sim)
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Table 5.1. Combined LM and vocabulary adaptation for morph-based ASR (Publication
III, ﬁ-dev-2). Linear interpolation (LIN) is used to adapt the background LM
with the retrieved topically related texts. Different FPN detection scores (ppl,
ppl*tﬁdf, ppl*sim) are evaluated in combination with pronunciation adaptation.
LM

Vocabulary

WER

FER

adaptation

adaptation

[%]

[%]

-

-

33.0

80.6

-

30.1

71.5

ppl

29.8

70.0

ppl*tﬁdf

29.9

70.6

ppl*sim

29.5

65.2

LIN

proves important for selecting topically relevant FPNs that also appear
in the spoken documents.
In Publication IV, the direct effects on both WER and FER were measured when using different FPN selection scores (ppl, ppl*sim, ppl*sim*case)
and varying the number of generated pronunciation variants (n=2,4,6,8).
The results of the experiments on the ﬁ-dev-3 set are shown in Figures
5.6 and 5.7.

29.0

ppl-2
ppl*sim
ppl*sim*case

28.9

WER [%]

28.8
28.7
28.6
28.5
28.4
28.3
0

1

2

3

4
5
Pron. variants

6

7

8

Figure 5.6. Effects on average WER using pronunciation adaptation with different FPN
selection scores and varying number of pronunciation variants (ﬁ-dev-3).

Results indicate a steady improvement in FPN recognition accuracy up
until n=6. Improvement of average word recognition accuracy is less stable, and starts to decrease or stagnate after n=4. The ppl*sim*case selection score gives best overall performance, offering signiﬁcant reductions
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ppl-2
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ppl*sim*case
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Figure 5.7. Effects on FER using pronunciation adaptation with different FPN selection
scores and varying number of pronunciation variants (ﬁ-dev-3).

of both WER and FER.
Measured in IR performance (Figure 5.2) the ppl*sim*case was not the
best but its’ ability to both select relevant FPNs and ﬁlter away native
words gives it an advantage when applied together with pronunciation
adaptation for ASR. The importance of the selection algorithm is highlighted in these experiments. The percentage of FPNs is low in speech.
Even though FPN recognition can be improved signiﬁcantly, there is a
limit to how many pronunciation variants of non-relevant words can be
added before overall recognition accuracy is degraded.
Pronunciation adaptation for acronyms was also evaluated in Publication IV. A rule-based method was used for generating pronunciation rules
for ACR candidate words. Two pronunciation variants were generated
for each acronym, an alphabetic and a phonetic (or native) pronunciation variant. In alphabetic pronunciation each initial letter is pronounced
separately as an alphabetic unit. In phonetic pronunciation the acronym
is pronounced with standard pronunciation rules, as a native subword.
Results of combined FPN and ACR adaptation are shown in Table 5.2.
Experiments were run on the ﬁ-dev-3 data set.
Acronym adaptation successfully lowers ACER with over 50% (relative)
compared to only applying LM adaptation. ACR adaptation lowers average WER with 3% (relative), and thus has a more signiﬁcant impact
on overall recognition accuracy than FPN adaptation (under 1%). This
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Table 5.2. Combined LM and vocabulary adaptation for morph-based ASR (Publication
IV, ﬁ-dev-3). Linear interpolation (LIN) is used to adapt the background LM
with the retrieved topically related texts. FPN and ACR vocabulary adaptation
methods are evaluated separately and in combination with each other.
WER

FER

LM

Vocabulary

[%]

[%]

[%]

-

-

29.6

73.5

89.5

-

28.6

66.4

87.3

FPN

28.4

59.0

86.2

ACR

27.7

66.2

41.9

FPN+ACR

27.5

58.6

41.7

Adaptation

LIN

ACER

suggests that the alphabetic pronunciation rule covers a majority of the
acronyms appearing in the spoken documents. Also, the cost of ACR adaptation is lower for the recognition of other words. It does not augment the
lexicon with too many pronunciation variants which elevates acoustic confusability of the ASR system.
In Publication IV, ASR adaptation experiments were also conducted on
Estonian speech data (est-eval-1). Estonian belongs to the Finno-Ugric
language family, and is also considered a morphologically rich language.
FPN adaptation was performed using the same G2P model which was
trained for Finnish. The generated pronunciation rules were modiﬁed a
little bit to map the differences in the Finnish and Estonian phoneme sets.
Results of the experiments on Estonian speech data are in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3. Combined LM and vocabulary adaptation on Estonian speech data (Publication IV, est-eval-1).
Adaptation

WER

FER

ACER

LM

Vocabulary

[%]

[%]

[%]

-

-

37.2

80.8

42.3

LIN

-

31.2

72.5

38.0

FPN

31.5

70.4

38.0

ACR

31.0

72.4

26.1

FPN+ACR

31.3

70.5

27.7

Acronym adaptation performs almost as well on Estonian speech data,
lowering ACER with over 30%. foreign name adaptation however does not
give as good results as in the Finnish ASR experiments. FER is only lowered slightly (3%) and there is a small increase in average WER. Similar
results were also observed in Publication VI on another Estonian evaluation set.
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It might be that the G2P model, which was originally trained using a
Finnish phoneme set, gives too inaccurate results for Estonian speech.
Otherwise it would make sense to use a shared resource between two
similar languages but in this case it did not give reliable results.
The proposed vocabulary adaptation methods were also implemented in
the context of a standard LM training phase (Publication V). The framework for this is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
Text corpus

ACR

FPN

detection

detection

Pronunciation

Pronunciation

adaptation

adaptation

LM training

LM

Native
Lexicon
G2P rules

Figure 5.8. Vocabulary adaptation of foreign names and acronyms implemented alongside a standard LM training phase.

The text corpus consists of a larger newswire corpus (ﬁ-general) and a
smaller Web corpus (ﬁ-webnews), which was used as a retrieval corpus in
the unsupervised LM adaptation framework (Figure 5.5). The text goes
through a standard LM training phase. An ngram model is trained and a
native lexicon is generated from the vocabulary units in the LM. In parallel to the LM training phase, FPN and ACR vocabulary units are detected
in the text corpus and adapted pronunciation variants are generated and
added into the native lexicon. Morpheme adaptation was not applied in
this adaptation framework.
In this experimental setup, the FPN/ACR detection algorithms worked
outside the context of unsupervised LM adaptation. Because of this, cosine similarity (sim) could not be used as a factor for the selection scores.
The FPN selection score was calculated using the letter-gram perplexity
and case-frequency (ppl*case). The ACR selection score was calculated
solely based on the occurrence frequency (freq). Results of the ASR experiments on the ﬁ-dev-3 set are in Table 5.4.
In terms of relative improvements, results are similar to vocabulary
adaptation in the context of unsupervised LM adaptation. Most of the
improvement comes from acronym adaptation with ACER being lowered
with over 50%. Combining FPN and ACR adaptation average WER is
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Table 5.4. ASR experiment results of vocabulary adaptation implemented alongside a
standard LM training phase (Publication V, ﬁ-dev-3).

Vocabulary adaptation

WER

FER

ACER

[%]

[%]

[%]

-

27.6

60.6

85.6

FPN

27.4

55.3

85.6

ACR

26.8

61.1

40.0

FPN+ACR

26.5

53.7

40.4

lowered with 4% and FER is lowered with over 11%. Results show it is
feasible to integrate special vocabulary detection and adaptation into a
standard LM training phase.

5.2.2.2

User Feedback Based Pronunciation Adaptation

Statistical G2P models can generate many alternatives for the pronunciation of a word. Pronunciation variants with highest probabilities are
selected and added into the lexicon. The initial base lexicon, often handcrafted by linguistic experts, affects the generative properties of the G2P
model. Individual or regional pronunciation variants might be underestimated for a given spoken document. Especially the pronunciation of
foreign names can have great variance between speakers.
Methods have been studied and developed to ﬁnd optimal pronunciation
variants directly from spoken examples in the audio data. These methods
usually rely on having accurate transcripts of the speech. Many application environments today support the user editing and correcting the ASR
output. The user feedback can be used to train new personalized models
and ﬁnd optimal pronunciation variants from the audio data.
Adde and Svendsen (2011) used a discriminative tree search approach to
ﬁnd an optimal set of pronunciation variants for non-native proper names
based on spoken isolated word utterances. Lu et al. (2013) proposed an
automatic lexicon learning method for English using Viterbi-based estimation in ﬁnding the most likely path from a set of G2P-generated pronunciation variants. McGraw et al. (2012) implemented a speech data
driven pronunciation mixture model (PMM) for automatically updating
pronunciation weights of words in the lexicon. Rao et al. (2015) used a
discriminative method for classifying new pronunciation candidates as either good or bad, based on re-recognition results of historical audio logs.
In Publication V of this thesis, a user feedback based framework for acquiring optimal FPN pronunciation variants was implemented alongside
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the LM training phase (Figure 5.9).
Text corpus

Speech

FPN
detection

Decoder
User
ASR output

G2P model

feedback
Pronunciation

Corrected

Decoder
adaptation

output

Pronunciation

Lexicon

variant
collection

Figure 5.9. User feedback based pronunciation adaptation. Pronunciation variants for
foreign names are retrieved and collected from speech data aligned with corrected ASR output.

Spoken documents and the corrected ASR transcripts were used for
ﬁnding an optimal set of FPN pronunciation variants. The G2P model,
trained on foreign names, is used for generating a large sample of different pronunciation variants (n=20) for FPNs found in the corrected ASR
output. The segment of the speech where the word is spoken is extracted
and isolated using forced alignment. The segment is passed to the ASR
system, which has been constrained with the LM and lexicon to only recognize different pronunciation variants of the isolated word. The decoder’s Viterbi algorithm then ﬁnds the optimal pronunciation variant
from the audio data. The word and pronunciation rule are ﬁnally added
into an extra lexicon which holds a collection of FPN pronunciation variants discovered from audio data.
The extra lexicon can be used for two purposes. It can be used for retraining the original G2P model, bootstrapping it to give better estimates
for FPN pronunciation variant probabilities. It can also be used directly in
pronunciation adaptation, augmenting the adapted lexicon with pronunciation variants not generated by the standard G2P parameters (n=4).
Results of ASR experiments on the ﬁ-dev-3 set, using the user feedback
based adaptation framework in combination with the LM training phase
are in Table 5.5.
Experiments were conducted as cross-evaluation to maximize the training data. For each spoken document, all other spoken documents in the
test set (ﬁ-dev-3 and ﬁ-eval-3) were used as training data in the user feedback based adaptation process. Augmenting the lexicon with extra pronunciation variants (Feedback), gives a small improvement in FPN recog-
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Table 5.5. ASR experiment results of vocabulary adaptation (FPN+ACR) combined with
user feedback based adaptation (Publication V, ﬁ-dev-3). The extra lexicon
retrieved from the feedback process is used for augmenting the adapted lexicon
(Feedback) and re-training the G2P model (G2P-retrain).
WER

FER

[%]

[%]

[%]

-

27.6

60.6

85.6

FPN+ACR

26.5

53.7

40.4

FPN+ACR+Feedback

26.5

51.9

40.9

FPN+ACR+Feedback+G2P-retrain

26.4

51.9

41.1

Adaptation

ACER

nition accuracy compared to standard vocabulary adaptation. Re-training
the G2P model (G2P-retrain) does not give any additional improvements
compared to just using the extra pronunciation variants.
Another type of user feedback based method for pronunciation adaptation was evaluated in Publication VI. In the context of unsupervised
LM and vocabulary adaptation (Figure 5.5), a lattice-based discriminative
pronunciation pruning method (Enarvi and Kurimo, 2013) was evaluated.
The algorithm keeps a list of FPN pronunciation variants that have a negative effect on the average WER. Harmful pronunciation variants are not
included in the adapted lexicon when the system is used on new speech
data. Pronunciation variants that have a positive effect on recognition
are used to retrain the G2P model by appending them to the foreign name
lexicon. Results of the ASR experiments are in Table 5.6. Pronunciation
pruning was performed on the development set (ﬁ-dev-3), and the list of
harmful pronunciation variants and retrained G2P model was used in the
ASR experiments on the evaluation set (ﬁ-eval-3).
Table 5.6. ASR experiment results of combining unsupervised LM adaptation (LM), vocabulary adaptation for foreign names (FPN) and discriminative pronunciation pruning (Pruning) (Publication VI, ﬁ-eval-3).

Adaptation

WER

FER

[%]

[%]

-

30.5

71.6

LM

29.7

64.8

LM+FPN

29.6

60.0

LM+FPN+Pruning

29.6

59.0

Discriminative pronunciation pruning lowers average FER slightly, but
it is not a signiﬁcant improvement. It could be that this method is not well
suited for pruning such a small subset of the vocabulary. It is also possible
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the amount of training data (around 5 hours) is too low for speech data
driven lexicon learning. In general, it might be worthwhile looking into
if these techniques perform better in single speaker environments compared to multi speaker environments, given the great variance between
speakers when it comes to pronouncing foreign names.

5.2.2.3

Modeling Non-native Phonemes

Adapting pronunciation rules can improve the recognition of FPNs. To
further boost pronunciation adaptation, the modeling of phonemes speciﬁc to FPN pronunciation can be improved when training the acoustic
model.
Special training data sets, containing spoken examples of foreign names
and sentences being uttered, can be added into the native acoustic model
training set. Furthermore, non-native phonemes can be modeled more
reliably with these special training sets. They can be added into the native
phoneme set and used when generating FPN pronunciation variants.
In Publication II, a one hour training data set consisting of English sentences spoken by native Finnish speakers (ﬁ-english-train) was added into
the native acoustic model training set (ﬁ-train). A new acoustic model was
trained using the new augmented training set (Figure 5.10).
Non-native

Native

English

Finnish

Train acoustic model
Adapted
acoustic model

Figure 5.10. Adaptation framework for improving the recognition of foreign entity names
(FENs).

English phonemes were mapped to the closest Finnish counterpart. Nonnative phonemes not having a close Finnish counterpart were modeled
separately and added into the Finnish phoneme set. The native phonemes
that were modeled separately are listed in Table 5.7.
Experiments were performed in the context of supervised LM and vocabulary adaptation. Three different acoustic models were evaluated: a
model trained on the native training data set (NAT), a model trained on
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Table 5.7. List of non-native phonemes included in the Finnish acoustic model.

Phoneme

Example

CH

cheese

JH

george

SH

she

TH

theta

the augmented training set with extended phoneme set (NAT-NON-EXT),
and a model trained on the augmented training set with a fully native
phoneme set (NAT-NON). For the last model type, non-native phonemes
were modeled by their closest native diphone or triphone context, for example CH ⇒ t-s+h. Results of ASR experiments on the ﬁ-dev-1 set are in
Table 5.8.
Table 5.8. Evaluation of three different acoustic models used in the context of supervised
LM and vocabulary adaptation (Publication II, ﬁ-dev-1): a model trained on
native Finnish (NAT), a model trained on mixed Finnish and English spoken by Finnish speakers with extended phoneme set (NAT-NON-EXT), and a
model trained on mixed Finnish and English spoken by Finnish speakers with
native phoneme set (NAT-NON).

Acoustic Model

WER

FER

[%]

[%]

NAT

19.9

55.7

NAT-NON-EXT

21.6

56.9

NAT-NON

19.5

51.6

Results show that the NAT-NON model improves both average WER
(2%) and FER (7%). On the other hand, the NAT-NON-EXT model severely
degrades performance.
It seems that non-native phonemes are better modeled using native diphone or triphone contexts than separate units. It could be that the occurrence of these non-native phonemes was too low in this corpus for them
to be reliably estimated as single units. Overall, the recognition of native
words also improved a bit when using the acoustic model with the native
phoneme set and augmented training corpus. It is possible that many
Finnish speakers use their native phoneme set when pronouncing foreign
names. Therefore any additional data also improves the acoustic model
as a whole.
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5.2.3

Special Vocabulary Words in Morph-based Speech
Recognition

Improving FPN and ACR recognition for ASR systems based on statistical morph-based LMs introduces the unique challenge of oversegmentation. Especially rare foreign names are often oversegmented (mcdowell
⇒ mc do well) by statistical methods such as Morfessor. Oversegmentation complicates the mapping of non-standard pronunciation rules to
different morph units. As was mentioned earlier, the alignments between
graphemes and phonemes are very ambiguous. In the case where multiple pronunciation variants are generated for the same word, the lexicon
and acoustic confusability will increase rapidly when many smaller units
are mapped to different phonemes.

5.2.3.1

Morpheme Adaptation for Foreign Names

In this thesis, methods for applying adapted segmentations to FPNs and
ACRs were extensively evaluated (Publication II,Publication IV). For FPNs,
two types of operations are available for tackling the oversegmentation
problem. Morph-aligned pronunciation (ALIGN) aligns morph units to
phonemes (Figure 5.11), and morpheme restoration (RESTORE) restores
oversegmented words to their original base form (Figure 5.12). Morphaligned pronunciation was implemented using maximum-likelihood (ML)
alignment (Siivola et al., 2007).
G stadium ⇒ sta dium
G commonwealth ⇒ com mon we al th
S T EY D IH UW M

sta dium

K AH M AO N V EH L TH

com mon we al th

Figure 5.11. Morph-aligned pronunciation (ALIGN) for oversegmented foreign proper
names.

G sta

dium ⇒ stadium

G com

mon we al th ⇒ commonwealth
S T EY D IH UW M
stadium

K AH M AO N V EH L TH
commonwealth

Figure 5.12. Morpheme restoration (RESTORE) enables easy one to one mapping between vocabulary unit and adapted pronunciation rule.
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In Publication II, morpheme restoration and morph-aligned pronunciation were compared in the context of supervised LM and pronunciation
adaptation. Results are in Table 5.9 (ﬁ-dev-1).
Table 5.9. Supervised LM and pronunciation adaptation, combined with morpheme
restoration and morph-aligned pronunciation (Publication II, ﬁ-dev-1).
WER

Adaptation

FER

LM

Pronunciation

morph

[%]

[%]

-

-

-

21.7

76.8

-

-

20.5

68.0

-

20.4

67.8

ALIGN

20.7

57.9

RESTORE

19.9

55.7

LIN
FPN

Results show the beneﬁts of morpheme restoration over morph-aligned
pronunciation. Morpheme restoration improves pronunciation adaptation
conﬁrming that some FPNs suffer from oversegmentation.
In Publication IV, the effects of morpheme restoration on FPN candidate
words were studied in the context of unsupervised LM and pronunciation
adaptation (Figure 5.5). Results are in Table 5.10 (ﬁ-dev-3).
Table 5.10. Unsupervised LM and pronunciation adaptation, combined with morpheme
restoration (Publication IV, ﬁ-dev-3).
WER

Adaptation

FER

LM

Pronunciation

morph

[%]

[%]

-

-

-

29.6

73.5

-

-

28.6

66.4

-

28.4

61.3

RESTORE

28.4

59.0

LIN

FPN

Morpheme restoration does not give as good results in the unsupervised
setting. FPN recognition accuracy is only improved with 4% and average
WER is unchanged. It could be that in the unsupervised setting many of
the oversegmented FPNs are simply not detected. The improvement in
FPN recognition accuracy could also be offset by poorer LM modeling of
some native words that are falsely identiﬁed as FPN words.

5.2.3.2

Morpheme Adaptation for Acronyms

In Publication IV, different morpheme adaptation operations were evaluated on acronyms. Similar to FPNs, morpheme restoration was applied on
oversegmented acronyms (Figure 5.13). The inverse option of splitting up
ACR words into single letters (SPLIT) was also evaluated (Figure 5.14).
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Morpheme splitting of ACRs is enabled by the simple pronunciation rules
and easier G2P mapping. The motivation is to have a more compact representation of the acronym lexicon.
G ab
Gc

b ⇒ abb

ia ⇒ cia
EY B IH B IH
abb

S IH AY EY
cia

Figure 5.13. Morpheme restoration (RESTORE) applied on oversegmented acronyms.

G ab
Gc

b⇒abb

ia ⇒ c i a
EY B IH B IH
abb

S IH AY EY
cia

Figure 5.14. Morpheme splitting (SPLIT) applied on acronyms.

Another morpheme adaptation operation that was explored, was to convert all morphs belonging to ACRs to upper-case letters. The motivation
behind this is to improve language modeling for ACRs since they are made
up of short morphs which are also commonly found in many other words.
Keeping the case-sensitive information for ACRs could make them less
confusable with other morphs. Both case-sensitive morpheme restoration (CASE RESTORE) and splitting (CASE SPLIT) were evaluated (Figure 5.15).
G ab
Gc

b⇒ABB

ia ⇒ CIA
EY B IH B IH
ABB

S IH AY EY
CIA

Figure 5.15. Case-sensitive morpheme splitting (CASE SPLIT) and restoration (CASE
RESTORE) applied on acronyms.

The results of ACR morpheme adaptation are presented in Table 5.11
(ﬁ-dev-3).
Similar to FPN adaptation, morpheme restoration has no impact on average WER but ACER is lowered with 5%. Case-sensitive restoration or
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Table 5.11. Unsupervised LM and pronunciation adaptation, combined with different
ACR morpheme adaptation operations (Publication IV, ﬁ-dev-3).
WER

Adaptation

ACER

LM

Pronunciation

morph

[%]

[%]

-

-

-

29.6

73.5

-

-

28.6

66.4

-

27.7

44.1

CASE SPLIT

28.4

74.8

SPLIT

28.1

59.4

CASE RESTORE

28.3

69.0

RESTORE

27.7

41.9

LIN

ACR

splitting does not give any further improvement of results. In fact it performs much worse than normal restoration. The initial hypothesis that
ACR morphs units were being confused with other statistical morphs was
unfounded. Why case-sensitive restoration performs so much worse than
normal restoration might be because many acronyms are reasonably well
estimated in the background LM as lowercased. The background LM estimates are lost in adaptation when converting the in-domain LM acronyms
to uppercase and only generating adapted pronunciation rules for these
vocabulary units.
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6. Conclusions

This thesis presents advances in the understanding of methods that enable a continuous adaptation cycle for ASR. The focus was on morphbased ASR for Finnish and improving recognition accuracy for foreign
names and acronyms. Special vocabulary words, like foreign names and
acronyms, are speciﬁc to both topic and time. Their recognition can be improved by updating the data used to train the ASR system and adapting
the baseline ASR models.
In this thesis, ASR experiments were mainly conducted on Finnish broadcast news. One of the studied approaches was unsupervised LM adaptation based on information retrieval. Topical information was retrieved
from the spoken document, by transforming the ASR output text into a
latent semantic index vector. Topically related texts were retrieved from
a buffer of pre-indexed online news texts collected during the same period
as the recording time of the broadcast news. Topic relatedness was measured using cosine similarity and the best matching articles were used to
adapt the background LM using linear interpolation.
Results show that unsupervised LM adaptation improves overall recognition accuracy. Especially the recognition of foreign names is improved
signiﬁcantly. The correct recognition of proper names usually relies on
having a topic- and time-relevant language model. Adaptation methods
based on retrieving text data from external sources can keep the LM updated. Topic relevance can be adjusted based on ﬁrst-pass ASR output.
An alternative for improving LM modeling with Web data was also explored. The online news buffer was augmented to the training corpus
and the background LM was retrained. Even more signiﬁcant improvements in recognition accuracy were gained using this setup compared to
unsupervised LM adaptation. The improvement over unsupervised LM
adaptation might be explained by the relatively small Web text corpus.
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Over a larger text collection information retrieval based methods might
give better results. This is of course a part of a bigger question how to
best utilize huge text collections in LM training, which unfortunately fell
out of the scope of this thesis.
Vocabulary adaptation was also studied extensively in this thesis. Vocabulary and LM adaptation were combined to further improve recognition of foreign names and acronyms. Both the effects of morph and pronunciation adaptation were evaluated.
Automatic detection of special vocabulary words in text is needed to enable a continuous adaptation cycle of the vocabulary. Letter-ngram perplexity was evaluated in detecting foreign proper names in Finnish text.
Foreign names usually contain unusual letter combinations and a high
letter-ngram perplexity score is good indicator that the word is of foreign
origin. Precision-recall measurements veriﬁed that letter-ngram perplexity is an efﬁcient method for detecting foreign names in Finnish text.
Pronunciation adaptation was applied on the automatically detected foreign name candidates. A G2P model, trained on a list of foreign names
with handcrafted pronunciation rules, was used to generate pronunciation variants for each foreign name candidate.
The performances of different foreign name detection scores were evaluated in the context of unsupervised LM and pronunciation adaptation.
Combining the letter-ngram perplexity score with cosine similarity to measure topical relatedness, gave a more signiﬁcant improvement in foreign
name recognition accuracy compared to just using letter-ngram perplexity. Cosine similarity boosts recall of relevant foreign names, words that
appear in the spoken document. Case-frequency, the measure of how often a word starts in uppercase letter, combined with letter-ngram perplexity and cosine similarity also improved overall recognition accuracy. The
improvement came from the case-frequency score’s ability to ﬁlter away
many native words, resulting in lower acoustic confusability.
The recognition of acronyms was improved in a similar fashion as foreign names. Acronyms were automatically detected in text and adapted
pronunciation rules were generated and added into the lexicon. Acronyms
are more easily detected in text than foreign names. Words written in all
uppercase letters were selected as acronym candidates. In the context of
unsupervised LM adaptation acronym candidate words were ordered by
the cosine similarity score. Rule-based pronunciation rules were generated for each acronym.
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Acronym recognition was signiﬁcantly improved when combining unsupervised LM and pronunciation adaptation. Acronym adaptation had
an even more signiﬁcant impact on the overall recognition accuracy compared to foreign name adaptation. It is easier to generate pronunciation
rules that cover the pronunciation of almost all acronyms. Acronyms used
in broadcast news also tend to be fewer in numbers and less varied than
foreign names, and are therefore more easily modeled by the language
model. It is of course an interesting point comparing foreign name and
acronym adaptation, that a simpler and less sophisticated method has
more impact on the overall recognition accuracy.
Morpheme adaptation was evaluated for both foreign names and acronyms.
The hypothesis was that many rare foreign names and acronyms are
oversegmented by the statistical morph segmentation method Morfessor. Oversegmentation complicates the mapping of adapted pronunciation rules on to separate morph units. Morpheme adaptation was applied
by restoring oversegmented special vocabulary words back into their base
forms. In the context of unsupervised LM and pronunciation adaptation,
morpheme restoration reduces both foreign name and acronym error rate
slightly. The impact on average word error rate is not signiﬁcant.
An alternative to morpheme restoration is to retrain the Morfessor segmentation model whenever new text data is retrieved from external sources.
The algorithm is less prone to oversegment if the model is trained on text
with more examples of rare foreign names and acronyms. This is of course
a computationally more expensive method than morpheme restoration
but if there is enough time between adaptation cycles it might be worthwhile.
Adaptation through user feedback was also explored in this thesis. Based
on manually corrected ASR output, optimal pronunciation variants for
foreign names were acquired. To capture the great variance of how foreign
names are spoken by different speakers, multiple pronunciation variants
were generated using the foreign name G2P model. By constraining the
ASR system to only recognize different pronunciation variants of the selected word, the ASR decoder’s Viterbi algorithm ﬁnds the best matching
pronunciation variant. The acquired pronunciation variants were used in
recognizing new speech data.
Results only showed a slight improvement in foreign name recognition
accuracy using user feedback based adaptation. Average WER was unaffected. More testing needs to be done to see whether this method would
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perform better on another type of data, for example single speaker speech
data.
In conclusion, a set of methods for achieving unsupervised and continuous language model and vocabulary adaptation were implemented and
studied in this thesis. One of the goals was to improve recognition of
foreign names and acronyms. The goal was partially achieved. Using
the implemented LM and vocabulary adaptation methods, both foreign
name and acronym recognition accuracy can signiﬁcantly be improved.
However, even after adaptation the error rates of both foreign names and
acronyms are a lot higher than the average WER.
Future work includes proper error analysis of the recognition errors. At
least a clear evaluation is needed of how well the automatically generated pronunciation variants match the actual spoken utterances of foreign names. One of the challenges in recognizing topic-speciﬁc words is
related to the language model and it might be that a large chunk of the errors actually stem from a combination of poor language and pronunciation
modeling.
The author hopes this thesis can inspire more research into methods
enabling continuous and unsupervised adaptation of ASR systems. Especially adaptation methods based on non-expert human input should be
looked into, considering the wide spread of different ASR applications
these days. The use of Web data for creating topic- and time-speciﬁc language models also has a lot of potential for unlocking more application
areas for speech recognition technology.
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A constant challenge for an automatic speech
recognition system over time, is how to adapt
to changing topics and the introduction of
new names and words. Enabling continuous
topic adaptation for ASR systems requires
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the language model and identifying words
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rules. In this thesis, unsupervised methods
that enable continuous topic adaptation
for a Finnish morph-based ASR system are
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accuracy. Further improvement is achieved
by identifying foreign names and acronyms
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pronunciation rules for them. In statistical
morph-based ASR, words are sometimes
oversegmented. To enable a more reliable
mapping of adapted pronunciation rules,
oversegmented foreign names and acronyms
are restored back into their base forms, which
also improves recognition accuracy.
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